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To the learner
ieading a good book in our own language is usually an enjoyable
:xperience. Sitt ing in our armchair, we float away into the totally different
'rorld of the book - a world that is sometimes unpredictable, strange and
:xciting. In this world, however, we can recognise situations that are l ike
:.rrs at home and people who think and act l ike us. Quite often we feel as
--'rough we are actually l iving in that world. The people we meet in its
:ages become as familiar as friends.

Reading a good story in a language that is not our own can be l ike that
:3o, even though it is a bit more of a challenge. lt is our hope that you wil l
--:rd the stories in this book interesting and rewarding - worth the effort of
:eding to know them.

You wil l probably be reading these stories in a classroom first, rather
:ran in your own armchair. Working with other people in groups gives you
: lot of advantages: you can help each other with diff iculties, and you can
::rare ideas, reactions, and interpretations. The classroom situation gives
.cu a chance to talk about what you have read and to compare ideas,
:ecause everyone is exploring the same story. Of course, you can carry on
=lking about a text after the class, over a cup of coffee or a bite to eat.

On the other hand, you also need some time by yourself with a story.
'cu wil l want to make your own relationship with it. So after you have
-ead or heard stories in class and worked with them in groups, you might
<e to re-read them on your own. The cassette lets you listen as you read,

: you prefer to do that.

In re-reading these stories we are sure you wil l understand aspects that
dere not so clear before. Don't worry too much if there are words you
:cn't understand, especially at f irst - quite often the meaning wil l become
:lear as you talk about a story in class or re-read it at home. Whether you
-ead stories in your own language or in another language, you can get a lot
*om a rich or complex work even if at the end there are sti l l  aspects that
-emain puzzling.

These stories have not been simplif ied or abridged for you. They are not
:xtracts but complete short stories. Some of the longer ones have been
:roken up into smaller parts so that you can read them first in more
:anageable 'chunks' if you or your teacher choose to.

Each story offers different creotive development activit ies to choose from.
Sometimes these take you back to the text to extend your understanding
3f it, sometimes they take you into a parallel situation or a creative one.
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To the learner

You are not expected to do them all, but to choose those that seem most
interesting. This is the opportunity to express your own ideas, and to find
out what others in your class think or feel.

We haye tried to give you a selection of stories that are variec ano
come from different parts of the world. We hope that you will discover
two kinds of pleasure in becoming familiar with them - finding out how
different people are, and finding out how alike, in some \ /ays, we al are.

Happy reading!
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The star
by Alasdair Gray

What thoughts go through your mind when you gaze up at the star-
fil led sky on a clear night? Look at the star and then talk about your
exDeriences with someone else in the class.

Here are the first and last sentences of this short story. What could it
be about? Together, discuss various possibilities.

First sentence of the story:

A stor had follen beyond the horizon, in Conado perhops.

Last sentence of the story:

Teocher, clossroom, world rcceded like o rocket into o worm, eosy
blockness leoving behind o troil of glorious stars, ond he wos one of them.
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The star

W1lFl Read the story for the first time and listen to it on the cassette.

star had fallen beyond the horizon, in Canada perhaps. (He had an
aunt in Canada.) The second was nearer, just beyond the iron

works, so he was not surprised when the third fell into the backyard. A
flash of gold light lit the walls of the enclosing tenements and he heard a
low musical chord. The light turned deep red and went out, and he
knew that  someuhere below a
star was cooling in the night air
T u r n i n g  f r o m  t h e  w i n d o w  h e
s a w  t h a t  n o - o n e  e l s e  h a d
noticed. Ar the table his farher,
thoughtfully frowning, filled in a
f o o t b a l l  c o u p o n ,  h i s  m o t h e r
cont inued i roning under  the
pulley with its row of underwear
He said in a small voice, 'A'm

gawn out.'
His mother said, 'See you're

no' long then.'
He slipped through the lobby

and onto the stairhead, banging
the door after him.

T h e  s r a i r s  w e r e  c o l d  a n d
coldly lit at each landing by a
neak electric bulb. He hurried
down three flights to the black
silent yard and began hunting
backward and foru ard, combing
wi th h is  f ingers the lank grass
round the base of the clothes-pole. He found it in the midden on a
decayed cabbage leaf. It was smooth and round, the size of a glass
marble, and it shone with a light which made it seem to rest on a
precious bit of green and yellow velvet. He picked it up. It was warm
and filled his cupped palm with a ruby glow He put it in his pocket and
went back upstairs.

That night in bed he had a closer look. He slept with his brother who
was not easily wakened. Wriggling carefully far down under the sneers,
he opened his palm and gazed. The star shone white and blue, making
the space around him like a cave in an iceberg. He brought it close to his
eye. In its depth was the pattern of a snow-flake, the grandest thing he



The star

had ever seen. FIe looked through the flake's crystal lattice into an ocean
of glittering blue-black waves under a sky full of huge galaxies. He
heard a rernote lulling sound like the sound in a sea-shell, and fell asleep
with the star safely clenched in his hand.

He enjoyed it for nearly two weeks, gazing at it each night below the
sheets, sometimes seeing the snoiv-flake, sometimes a florver, jewel,
moon or' landscape. At first he kept it hidden during the day but soon
took to carrying it about \vith him; the smooth rounded gentle warmth
in his pocket gave comfort when he felt insulted or neglected.

At school one afternoon he decided to take a quick look. He rvas at
the back of the classroom in a desk by himsell The teacher was among
the boys at the front row and all heads were bowed over books. Quickly
he brought out the stal and looked. It contained an aloof eye with a cool
green pupil which dimmed and trembled as ifseen through water.

'What have you there, Cameron?'
He shuddered and shut his hand.
'Marbles are for the playground, not the classroom. You'd better give

it to me.'
'I cannae, sir.'
'I don't tolerate disobedience, Cameron. Give me that thing.'

The boy saw the teacher's face above him, the mouth opening and
shutting under a clipped moustache. Suddenly he knew rvhat to do and
put the star in his mouth and swallowed. As the warmth sank toward

his heart he felt relaxed and at ease. The teacher's face moved
into the distance. Teacher. classroom. world receded

like a rocket into a warm, easy blackness
leaving behind a trail of glonous

stars, and he was one
of them.

l a / 4
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The star

Did you enioy the story? Give it a score for enjoyment: from I (not
very enjoyable) to 5 (very enjoyable).

Find other students with the same score. Discuss your impressions of
the story. Find students with scores very different from yours. Can you
think of any reasons why your reactions should have been so differenti

In groups of three, re-tell the story in spoken English, in ten sentences,
each person giving one sentence in turn.

Here are the answers which one student gave when asked to say
whether the following sentences are True (T) or False (F). DK means'l
dont know'. In pairs, decide which answers you would change.

Cameron had a deprived childhood.
Cameron didnt feel close to his brother.
Cameront parents were insensitive.
The star was full of warmth and beauty.
The star made Cameron feel uneasy.
The teacher was firm but fair.
Cameron lost consciousness.

El3 El P""O an" story again.

Concentrate on Cameron. What sort of boy does he seem to be)
Study the extracts below and decide what they suggest about
Cameront personality. A few possibilities have been written in. You
can add to these or change them before you go on to the others,

Extract from 'The star' Quality suggested

c

D

A stor hod follen beyond the horizon, in Canoda
perhops. (He hod on ount in Conado.)

Turning from the window he sow that no-one
else hod noticed.

He soid in o smoll voice, 'A'm gown out.'

He stipped through the lobby and onto the
stairhead, bonging the door after him.

He sle|t with his brother .who wos not eosily
wokened. Wriggling corefu y far down under the
sheets, he opened his polm ond gozed.

He heard o remote lulling sound like the sound in
o seo-shell, ond fell osleep with the star sofely
clenched in his hand.

o- d,ogdreaner
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The star

He enjoyed it for nearly two weeks, gozing at it
each night below the sheets.

At frrst he kept it hidden during the doy but
soon took to carrying it about with him; the
smooth rounded gentle warmth in his pocket gove
comfort when he feh insulted or neglected.

At school one ofternoon he decided to toke a
quick |ook. He wos at the bock of the c/ossroom
in o desk by himself.

'What hove you therc, Comeron?'
He shuddered ond shut his hond.

^hud better give it to me.'
'l connae, sir.'

atsbiate

Suddenly he knew what to do ond put the stor in
his mouth ond swollowed. As the wormth sonk
toword his heort he felt reloxed and ot eose.

Cameron lives in a tenement in Scotland. The discovery of the star
offers a marvellous new world. Find expressions in the story which
bring out this contrast and write them down under the headings
below. The actiyity has been started for you.

Words/expressions which
indicate poyerty

Words/expressions which
indicate the rich new
world of the star

bejo"d- &to in,n- vtoks 0- Prcciotls L;v +
SQel a^d, Jsllor^i vtVot

When you have completed your columns, compare them with
someone else's. Together try to decide what the marvellous world of
dre star could be. Could it be a dream of escaoel Freedoml
Friendshipl Lovel



The star

Creative development

Here are some further octiyities foi you to choose from.

Mime
Prepare a mime to be performed while the story is being read aloud. lf you
can, select some suitable background music as further accompaniment to
your mime.

Wfiting a different version

lmagine iou are another child in Cameron's class. Write your version of
the strange events that happened in the class that day.

Rewriting the story

(The class is divided into two halves.) One half: rewrite the story for a
kindergarten class. The other half: rewrite it for a class of adult learners of
English at elementary level.

Role..play

Work in groups of three. First prepare, then act out the dialogue that
takes plate betv/een the schoolmaster and Cameron's parents after the
story has ended.



Stronge animal
an African storv re-told bv Alexander McCall Smith

A This is the diagram of the organisation of a language school. lt shows
the lines of responsibility in the school. With a partner, look at the
diagram and talk about it. Who tells who what to do in the schooll
Does the diagram tell you who makes the important decisionsl

lf you work for a company or another sort of organisation, would its
diagram be very differentl lf you are in a school, is it organised like
this?

B Now think of a famill that has the following members.

ch i ld
mother (the child's mother)
grandmother
grandfather

older brother

younger srster
father (the child's father)
u ncte
aunt
older sister

Draw a diagram like the one above to show your opinion: which
people in the family should tell other people what to dol You can add
other members of the family if you like.

Compare your diagram with those of others in your class. Discuss any
differences.



Strange animal

C Look at the first paragraph of the story. With a partner, talk about the
boy. What do you think his feelings are about his situationl

R6 Fl lg34 1lr. first part of the story and listen to it on the cassette.

Part one

fhere were many people to tell that boy what to do. There was his

I mother and his father, his grandfather, and his older brother. And
there was also an aunt, who was always saying: 'Do this. Do that.'Every
day this aunt would shout at him, and make a great noise that would
frighten the birds.

The boy did not like his aunt. Sometimes he thought that he might go

to some man to buy some medicine to put into her food to make her
quiet, but of course he never did this. In spite of all his aunt's shouting
and ordering about, the boy always obeyed her, as his father said he must.

'She has nothing to do but shout at you,'the boy's father explained.
'It keeps her happy.'

'When I'm a big man I'll come and shout in her ear,' the boy said. It
was good to think about that.

There was a place that the aunt knew where a lot of fruit grew. It was
a place which was quite far away, and the boy did not like going there.
Near this place there were caves and the boy had heard that a strange
animal lived in these caves. One of his friends had seen this stranse
animal and had warned people about going near that place.

But the aunt insisted on sending the boy to pick fruit there, and so
he went, his heart a cold stone of fear inside him. He found the trees

and began to pick the fruit, but a little later he heard the sound of
something in the bush beside him. He stopped his task and stood near
the tree in case the strange animal should be coming.

Out ofthe bush came the strange animal. It was just as his friend had
described it and the boy was very frightened. Quickly he took out the
drum which he had brought with him and began to beat it. The strange
animal stopped, looked at the boy in surprise, and began to dance.

All day the boy played the drum, keeping the strange animal dancing.
As long as he played the drum, he knew that there was nothing that the
strange animal could do to harm him. At last, when night came, the

strange animal stopped dancing and disappeared back into the bush.
The boy knew that it had gone back to its cave and so he was able to
walk home safely. When he reached home, though, his aunt had
prepared her shouting.



Strange animal

'Where is all the fruit?' she shouted. Thinking that he had eaten it,

she then began to beat him until the boy was able to run away from her

and hide in his own hut.
The boy told his father the next day of the real reason why he had

been unable to bring back fruit from the tree. He explained that there

had been a strange animal there and that he had had to play his drum to

keep the animal dancing. The father listened and told the story to the

aunt, who scoffed at the boy.
'There are no strange animals at that place,' she said. 'You must be

making all this up.'
But the father believed the boy and said that the next day they would

all go to the fruit place with him. The aunt thought that this was a

waste of time, but she was not going to miss any chance ofshouting, and

so she came too.
When the family reached the tree there was no strange animal. The

aunt began to pick fruit from the tree and stuff it into her mouth.

Calling to the boy to give her his drum, she hung it on the branch of a

tree in a place where he would not be able to get at it easily.
'You must pick fruit,' she shouted to the boy. 'You must not play a

drum in idleness.'
The boy obeyed his aunt, but all the time he was listening for any

sounds to come from the bush. He knew that sooner or later the stranqe

animal would appear and that they would then all be in danger.

t l
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Strange animal

D With your partner, talk about this first part of the story. Make notes
about the boy, the aunt and the father. You can use some of the words
in the drum if they seem appropriate.

Decide what happens next - plan or write the end of the story.
Change partners and discuss your endings.

@ Read the second part of the story and listen to it on the cassette.m

Part two

When the strange animal did come, it vent straight to the boy's
father and mother and quickly ate them up. Then the aunt tried to run
away, but the strange animal ran after her and ate her too. While this
was happening, the boy had the time to reach up for his drum from the
branch of the fruit tree. Quickly he began to play this drum, which
made the strange animal stop looking for people to eat and begin to
dance.

t2
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Strange animal

As the boy played his drum faster and faster, the strange animal
danced more and more quickly. Eventually the boy played so fast that

the animal had to spit out the father and the mother. The boy was very
pleased with this and began to play more slowly. At this, the strange

animal's dancing became slower.
'You must play your drum fast again,' the boy's father said. 'Then

the strange animal will have to spit out your aunt.'
'Do I have to?' the boy asked, disappointed that he would not be

allowed to leave the aunt in the stomach ofthe strange animal.
'Yes,' the boy's father said sternly. 'You must.'

Reluctantly, the boy again began to play the drum and the strange

animal began to dance more quickly. After a few minutes it was dancing

so quickly that it had to spit out the aunt. Then darkness came and the

strange animal went back to its cave.
The aunt was very quiet during the journey back home. The next

day she was quiet as well, and she never shouted at the boy again. Being

swallowed by a strange animal had taught the aunt not to waste her time

shouting; now, all that she wanted to do was to sit quietly in the sun.

The boy was very happy.

G

H

Compare your reactions to the story. In groups, talk about any
differences between your endings and the story! ending.

Can you add anything to your notes about the boy, the aunt and the
father? Which person changes the most because of what happens in
the storyl

Folk tales often tell us something about the values of the society they
come from. What values do you discern from your reading of this
storyl Choose two or three from this list or write your own.

Social harmony in the family is of paramount importance.
Pride comes before a fall.
Being eccentric or disruptive is not valued in the community.
Members of society must work together to ensure survival.
It is imDortant to resoect elders.
Tolerance is essential in the family and in the community.
People must live in harmony with their environment.
Others:

t3
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Creative development

Here ore some further octivities for you to choose from.

Representing the strange animat

Describe the 'strange animal'. lf you were going to draw the strange animal
for a book of folk tales for children, how would you represent it?

Creoting o poster

Create a poster to be put near the fruit trees, warning people about the
strange animal and telling them what to do if they see it.

Discussing folk toles

Sit in small groups and compare memories of folk tales you were told as a
child. Are there any folk tales in your culture in which either a musical
instrument has magical properties or someone is eaten (but doesn't
necessarily die)l

Dramatising the story for children

Dramatise 'Strange animal'for a group of children at nursery school. You
can choose one of these forms or one of your own.

a mime with a simple version of the story told at the same time
a mime with questions at key points to encourage children to guess

what is happening
shadow puppets
a short one-act play

Writing a diary entry

lmagine that you are the aunt, coming home after the day of the events
told in the story. Write an account of the day in your diary.

t4
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Hannah
bv Malachi Whitaker

A E Listen to the cassette and try to remember a party you went to
when you were younger. When you are ready, compare your memories
with those of someone else in the class.

J@ ReaO the first part of the story and listen to it on the cassette.

Part one

Jhe girl Hannah was seventeen, and she had made almost all that
I arrav of cakes and nastries on the kitchen dresser. She stood

looking at them, her healthy pink face glowing with pride. She wore a
blue dress and a white apron, and her hair waved down her back to her
waist in a golden-brown shower.

The party should be a lovely one. All the giils from her Sunday-
school class were coming, and four of the best-behaved boys as well.
Then there was to be the young man, Thomas Henry Smithson, the
one that  a l l  the g i r ls  secret ly  laughed at .  Real ly ,  he was too
conscientious, too lumberingly polite for anything. His hats seemed
always small, his trousers tight, his boots big. But her mother liked him.
He helped to make things go, sang a few songs in a voice he called
baritone, and never lost his temper.

Hannah felt that she could put up with anything so long as Ralph
Wellings turned up. He was nineteen. A strange boy for the little, fat,
jolly parson to have as his son! Hannah had heard that he was wild, but
he had never seemed wild to her. Sometimes they had met in the
twilight, and he had walked along by her side through Pennyfoot woods
to Hoyle's farm and carried the dozen eggs that she had gone to fetch
back with him in a sugar-bag.

Of course, you were supposed to be still a child at seventeen, but
Hannah didn't feel exactly like a child. She could talk to Ralph Wellings
about the things she knew - the proper way to make candied toffee, the
books she had recently found in the attic, old books in which all the
letter esses were effs, the nicest hymn tunes. He never laughed at her,
and she found this refreshing.

t5



Hannah

She loved him very much, admiring his forehead, for some reason,

most of all. It was high and white. His blue-black hair, parted at the

side, waved as beautifully as did hers. 'If we get married and have some

children, they're sure to have curly hair,'she thought. She liked, too, his

flecked hazel eyes and his long fingers with their triangular nails. He

called her'nice child', and always seemed glad to see her.

She took her entranced gaze from the cakes and went into the dairy.

The house had once been a farm, and the cool, stone-shelved room was

still called the dairy. One side of it was laden with food. There was a

whole, crumb-browned ham on a dish by the side of a meat-plate on

which stood a perfectly cooked sirloin ofbeef. Another dish held four or

five pounds of plump, cooked sausages. The trifles were ready, so were

the stewed fruits for those who liked plainer sweets, and there was more

cream, Hannah felt, than could possibly be used.

She ran out ofthe room, smiling with delight, to look for her mother.
'Are you getting ready, mother?' she called.
'Yes.'

Her mother stood, bare*armed, in front ofthe oval mirror, a worried

look in her eyes, her mouth frlled with steel hairpins. She had her skirt

on, but her black satin bodice was flung over the curved bedrail.
'Aren't you washed, child?' She seemed to speak harshly because of

the hairpins. 'The company'll be here before we know where we are. We

sh'll have a rush, you'll see.'
'Never mind, mother, everything looks lovely. I wish the party was

beginning iust now.'
She ran out of the room and chaaged her dress in a perfect fury of

speed. Her face was clean enough, her hands white. What was the use of

washing over and over and over again? Now she was in the summer
pink dress that made her look older than ever before. The skirt was

flounced, and she jumped round ballooning it, running a comb through

her hair at the same time.
'He'll like me, he'll like me, he will,'she chanted. And she ran across

to her mother's room and flung herselfpanting on the great bed.
'Hannah, Hannah, be a lady!' cried her mothe5 rebukingly.



Hannah

With a partner, fil l in as many of .the squares below as you can,

Interests

Hannah

Thomas Henry Smithson

Ralph Wellings

Compare your results.

k again about the party you.remembered. What details of your
are like those described in the first part of the story: clothes?

Food and drink? Guests? Hannahrs feelings of anticipationl

There are 23 lines left in this.srory. What do you think happens in
those 23 lines? In pairs, make up a short ending. When you are reaox
tell your ending to another group and listen to theirs.

Read the first part ofthe storf again and then read the second
part and listen to it on the tassette.

Part two

Hannah seemed to have been asleep for.a long time. She woke slowly,
feeling the grey light on her eyelids. Her hands, gnarled and shrunken,
lay outside the blue-and-white coverlet. A shadowed white plait
straggled over one shoulder, thinning to a thread-tied end as it reached
her breast.

She moved a little, opened her eyes, and moistened her lips. The
morning was sunny and still. It felt warm, warm. She dozed a little and
went on thinking of the party her mother had given when she was
seventeen. On that day Ralph Wellings had kissed her for the first time.
Unknowingly she smiled. The pink dress with its flounces, she
remembered that, too. How lovely it had all been.

She looked up when the door opened and frowned a little, seeing an
ugly, middle-aged woman with a paper-backed book in her hand.

t 7
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Hannah

'Well, grandma,'the woman said in a kind and cheerful voice,'I 've
been up a few times, but you were asleep. George is just going to the
Post Office in the doctor's car, so will you sign the pension forml He's
in a bit ofa hurry. I'll help you up.'

She put a soft wrap about the old woman's shoulders and supported
her while she wrote. 'H-a-n-n-a-h' she mouthed, then her attention was
attracted by something else for a moment. She stared at the completed
form and gave a fretful cry.'Oh, grandma, you've gone and done it
again! We sh'll have no end of bother. You've signed Hannah Wellings,
and your name's Smithson - Smithson - Smithson.'

E What do you think of this endingl In what ways is it different from the
one you createdl

What could possibly have happened between the first and second parts
of the storyl In small groups, think of as many possible explanations as
you can, then choose the one you like best.

Creative development

Here ore some further activities for you to choose from.

Discussing codes of behaviour

Hannaht mother tells her to 'be a lady'. Whyl When Hannah was a young
girl at the turn of the century, there was a difference between being a girl,
and growing up to become'a lady'. What about your country todayl Are
there kinds of behaviour that are acceptable, and others that are not, for a
young girl nowadays? Write them down under the two columns.

A young girl can A young girl cannot

t 8



Hannah

3mqleting o script for a filmed version
- :8 ine  tha t 'Hannah ' i s  go ing  to  be  made in to  a  f i lm.  The d i rec to r  asks
,: j to write a summary of the missing parts of Hannah's l ife, so that the
' -: scriDt can be comolete.
--e 

director would also l ike to give the fi lm a new name, which wil l tell
:=cple more about the story. Choose an appropriate tit le.

:.- criginal piece of music is to be composed for the final section of the
' :. when Hannah, now an old lady, is dreaming of her youth. Which
- -s ica l  ins t rument  o r  ins t ruments  do  you th ink  wou ld  be  most
-:ropriatel You can choose from this selection or suggest your own.

Cymbols
Piano

irench horn

Oboe

n
$
r&
H'
il

a+t',lfl"

$.a
&
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Hannah

Writing a diary entry

Write Hannah's diary entry for the night after the party.

Writing o poem

lmagine that you are Hannah. Write a poem entitled 'Regrets' by
completing the following lines. You will see that the first letter of each line
spells HANNAH whether you read the letters downwards ... or upwards.
lf you prefer, you can write the poem about your o\Mn regrets, using your
own name in the same way.

How t uisfr

N
N
A  . .

9[ou t uisfr
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Report on the shadow
industry
by Peter Carey

Look at the words in the shape. Choose the three which, for you, best
capture the meaning of the word 'shadow'. lf you don't think the words
are suitable, add some of your own.

Compare your choices with other students'. Give reasons for your
Can you now agree on some essential features of a shadow,
using some of the words you chose?

title contains the expression 'shadow industry'. What could that
Discuss possible explanations.

Read the first part ofthe story and listen to it on the cassette.

2 l



Report on the shad.oo industry

1 .

y friend S. went to live in America ten years ago and I still hai
the letter he wrote me when he first arrived. wherein h

describes the shadow factories that were springing up on the west coal
and the effects they were having on that society. 'You see people in dar
glasses wandering around the supermarkets at 2 am. There are grci
boxes all along the aisles, some as expensive as fifty dollars but most (
them only five. There's always Muzak. It gives me the shits more tha
the shadows. The people don't look at one another. They come t
browse through the boxes of shadows although the packets give n
indication of what's inside. It really depresses me to think of peopJ
going out at two in the morning because they need to try their luck wit
a shadow. Last week I was in a supermarket near Topanga and I saw a
old negro tear the end off a shadow box. He was arrested almor
immediate l l . '

A strange letter ten years ago but it accurately describes scenes t}lr
have since become common in this countrv. Yesterdav I drove in fror
the airport past shadow factory after .h"do. fu.torg large faceles
buildings gleaming in the sun, their secrets guarded by ex-policeme
with alsatian dogs.

The shadow factories have huge chimneys that reach far into the sk.
chimneys which billow forth smoke of different, brilliant colours. It i
said by some of my more cynical friends that the smoke has nothing t
do with any manufacturing process and is merely a trick, fake evidenc
that technological miracles are being performed within the factoner
The popular belief is that the smoke sometimes contains the mos
powerful shadows of all, those that are too large and powerful to b
packaged. It is a common sight to see old women standing for hour
outside the factories, staring into the smoke.

There are a few who say the smoke is  dangerous because o
carcinogenic chemicals used in the manufacture of shadows. Other
argue that the shadow is a natural product and by its very natur
chemically pure. They point to the advantages of the smoke: th
beautifully coloured patterns in the clouds which serve as a reminoer c
the happiness to be obtained from a fully realized shadow. There ma
be some merit in this last argument, for on cloudy days the skies abov
our city are.a wondrous sight, full of blues and vermilions and brillian
greens which pick out strange patterns and shapes in the clouds.

Others say that the clouds now contain the dreadful beauty of th
apocalypse.
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Re,ort on.the shadoo ind,atr.v

'Do 
you consider these statements to be True (T)or False (F)? DK

means 'l dont know'.

I The shadow industry probably started in
America.

. 2 Boxes of shadows can be bought in
supermarkets.

3 Shadows are made in factories that give off
thick, black smoke.

4 Shadow factories have not spread to other
countnes.

5 Some people think that the smoke from the
factories is only for display.

5 Some people think the factory smoke
contains very powerful shadows.

7 lt is lawful to open shadow boxes and let the
shadows escape.

8 The shadows have a strong effect on people.

9 People only buy them during the daytime.

lO People examine the shadows before they buy
tnem.

I Some people think the smoke contains
chemicals that cause cancer,

n t r t r

n n nSome people believe that shadows bring
happiness.

Read the second part ofthe story and listen to it on the cassette.

The shadows are packaged. in large, lavish boxes which are printed
with abstract ,disigns in many colours. The Birreau of Statistics reveals
that the average householder spends 25 per cent of his income on these
expensive goods and that this percentage increases as the income
decreases.

tr-l r--t tr-l

n n n

n n n

n n n

n t r n

n n n

n n n

n n
n n
n t r

!

n
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Report on the shadow ind,ustry

There are those who say that the shadows are bad for peopl
promising an impossible happiness that can never be realized and thr
detracting from the very real beauties of nature and life. But there a
others who argue that the shadows have always been with us in or
form or another and that the packaged shadow is necessary for ment
health in an advanced technological society. There is, however, researc
to indicate that the high suicide rate in advanced countries is connectt
with the popularity of shadows and that there is a direct statistic
correlation between shadow sales and suicide rates. This has bee
explained by those who hold that the shadows are merely mirrors to tl
soul and that the man who stares into a shadow box sees only himsel
and what beauty he finds there is his own beauty and what despair l
experiences is born ofthe poverty ofhis spirit.

D What contradictory information is there about the shadowsl Write
notes under these two headings.

24
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Report on the shadow industy

J E Read the third and fourth parts of the story and listen to them
on the cassette.

J .

I visited my mother at Christmas. She lives alone with her dogs in a
poor part of town. Knowing her weakness for shadows I brought her
several of the more expensive varieties which she retired to exarnine in
the privacy ofthe shadow roorn.

She stayed in the room for such a long time that I became worried
and knocked on the door. She came out almost immediately. When I
saw her face I knew the shadows had not been good ones.

'I'm sorry,' I said, but she kissed me quickly and began to tell me
about a neighbour who had won the lottery.

I myself knoq only too well, the disappointments of shadow boxes
for I also have a weakness in that direction. For me it is something of a
guilty secret, something that would not be approved of by my clever
friends.

I saw J. in the street. She teaches at the university.
'Ah-hah,' she said knowingly, tapping the bulky parcel I had hidden

under my coat. I know she will make capital of this discovery, a little
piece of gossip to use at the dinner parties she is so fond of. Yet I
suspect that she too has a weakness for shadows. She confessed as much
to me some years ago during that strange misunderstanding she still
l ikes to call'Our Affair'. It was she who hinted at the feeling of
emptiness, that awful despair that comes when one has failed to grasp
the shadow.

4.

My own father left home because of something he had seen in a box
of shadows. It wasn't an expensive box, either, quite the opposite - a
little surprise my mother had bought with the money left over from her
housekeeping. He opened it after dinner one Friday night and he was
gone before I came down to breakfast on the Saturday. He left a note
which my mother only showed me very recently. My father was not
good with words and had trouble communicating what he had seen:
'Words Cannot Express It What I Feel Because of The Things I Saw In
The Box Of Shadows You Boueht Me.'
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Report on the shadow industry

E Make notes about shadows and the shadow industry. Decide whether
your notes represent good things, bad things or neither good nor bad.
The activity has been started for you.

Work with a partner. Using your notes, summarise the effects of
shadows on the narrator and their family.i

I
I
I

thy'ro-
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Report'on the shaditw industry

Read the fifth part ofthe story and listen to it on the cassette.

My own feelings about the shadows are arnbivalent, to say the least.

For here I have manufactured one more: elusive, unsatisfactory, hinting

at greater beauties and more profound mysteries that exist somewhere

before the beginning and somewhere after the end.

The narrator says their feelinSs about shadows are 'ambivalent', that is,
contradictory. But the narrator also claims to have manufactured one
more shadow. In what ways could this short story itself be like a
shadowl

Now that you have read the whole story, what are your imPressions of
it? Circle any of the reaction words below that are close to your first
impressions. Add your own reaction word(s) if you prefer.

A,(r{l^ftelr4 [vn l/l/ a^rtr
\J aYla iJr+>

W 
weud

jtril4frL/fury d;

Otruttg
- L r l

ho\ bcd-

others in the class with similir impressions to your own. Discuss
'lfie reasons for your choices.



r'- Report on the shad,op ind,ustry

qA El Read the story/ again.

1 .

y friend S. went to live in America ten years ago and I still havr
the le t ter  he wrote me when he f i rs t  ar r ived.  wherein hr

describes the shadow factories that were springing up on the west coasl
and the effects they were having on that society. ,you see people in darl
glasses wandering around the supermarkets at 2 am. There are greal
boxes all along the aisles, some as expensive as fifty dollars but most ol
them only five. There's always Muzak. It gives me the shits more than
the shadows. The people don't look at one another. They come ta
browse through the boxes of shadows although the packets give nc
indication of what's inside. It really depresses me to think of people
going out at two in the morning because they need to try their luck with
a shadow. Last week I was in a supermarket near Topanga and I saw an
old negro tear the end off a shadow box. He was arested almost
immediately.'

A strange letter ten years ago but it accurately describes scenes that
have since become common in this country. Yesterday I drove in from
the airport past shadow factory after shadow factory, large faceless
buildings gleaming in the sun, their secrets guarded by ex-policemen
with alsatian dogs.

The shadow factories have huge chimneys that reach far into the sky,
chimneys which billow forth smoke of different, brilliant colours. It is
said by some of my more cynical friends that the smoke has nothing to
do with any manufacturing process and is merely a trick, fake evidence
that technological miracles are being performed within the factories.
The popular belief is that the smoke sometimes contains the most
powerful shadows of all, those that are too large and powerful to be
packaged. It is a common sight to see old women standing for hours
outside the factories, staring into the smoke.

There are a few who say the smoke is  dangerous because of
carcinogenic chemicals used in the manufacture of shadows. Others
argue that the shadow is a natural product and by its very nature
chemically pure. They point to the advantages of the smoke: the
beautifully coloured patterns in the clouds which serve as a reminder of
the happiness to be obtained from a fully realized shadow. There rrray
be some merit in this last argument, for on cloudy days the skies above
our city are a wondrous sight, full of blues and vermilions and brilliant
greens which pick out strange patterns and shapes in the clouds.
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Report on the shadon ind.wtrlt

Others say that the clouds now contain the dreadful beauty of the
apocalypse.

2.

The shadows are packaged in large, lavish boxes which are printed
with abstract designs in many colours. The Bureau of Statistics reveals
that the average householder spends 25 per cent of his income on these
expensive goods and that this percentage increases as the income
decreases.

There are those who say that the shadows are bad for people,
promising an impossible happiness that can never be realized and thus
detracting from the very real beauties of nature and life. But there are
others who argue that the shadows have always been with us in one
form or another and that the packaged shadow is necessary for mental
health in an advanced technological society There is, however, research
to indicate that the high suicide rate in advanced countries is connected
with the popularity of shadows and that there is a direct statistical
correlation between shadow sales and suicide rates. This has been
explained by those who hold that the shadows are merely mirrors to the
soul and that the man who stares into a shadow box sees only himself,
and what beauty he frnds there is his own beauty and what despair he
experiences is born ofthe poverty ofhis spirit.

3 .

I visited my mother at Christmas. She lives alone with her dogs in a
poor part of town. Knowing her weakness for shadows I brought her
several of the more expensive varieties which she retired to examine in
the privacy ofthe shadow room.

She stayed in the room for such a long time that I became worried
and knocked on the door. She came out almost immediately. When I
saw her face I knew the shadows had not been good ones.

'I'm sorry,' I said, but she kissed me quickly and began to tell me
about a neighbour who had won the lottery.

I myself know, only too well, the disappointments of shadow boxes
for I also have a weakness in that direction. For me it is something of a
guilty secret, something that would not be approved of by my clever
friends.

I saw J. in the street. She teaches at the university.
'Ah-hah,' she said knowingly tapping the bulky parcel I had hidden

under my coat. I know she will make capital of this discovery, a little
piece of gossip to use at the dinner parties she is so fond of. Yet I
suspect that she too has a weakness for shadows. She confessed as much
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Report on the shadow ind,usty

to me some years ago during that strange misunderstanding she stil
l ikes to call'Our Affair'. It was she who hinted at the feeling oJ
emptiness, that awful despair that comes when one has failed to grasp
the shadow.

+.
My orvn father left home because of something he had seen in a bo:

of shadows. It wasn't aa expensive box, either, quite the opposite a
little surprise my mother had bought with the money left over from her
housekeeping. He opened it after dinner one Friday night and he rvas
gone before I came down to breakfast on the Saturday. He left a note
which my mother only showed me very recently. My father was not
good with words and had trouble communicating what he had seen:
'Words Cannot Express It What I Feel Because of The Things I Saw In
The Box Of Shadows You Bought Me.'

5.

My own feelings about the shadows are ambiYalent, to say the least.
For here I have manufactured one more: elusive, unsatisfactory, hintrng
at greater beauties and more profound mysteries that exist somewhere
before the beginning and somewhere after the end.

H What for you is the most powerful sentence in each of the five
sectionsl In groups, compare your five choices and explain your
reasons for them.

Creative development

Here ore some further activities for you to choose from.

Mime

lmagine you have just opened a spectacular box of shadows and have
become speechless as a result. Using mime only, no words, try to
communicate to your friends the wonderful things you saw.

Writing instructions
\iy'rite a set of instructions to be pasted on the side of a box of shadows.
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Reqort on the shadon industry

Painting a mind picture

lmagine you have been asked to paint a picture based on'Report on the
shadow industry'. What colours - and what images - seem to be
appropriate? Discuss your selections. Use the colours named on the
palette below. Close your eyes and listen to the story again on cassette if
that will help you to imagine the colours and images.

Reoctions to the story

Read what one student wrote about'Report on the shadow industry'. Do

Iou agree with the assessment? Either write your comments on it or write
your own final assessment of the story.

1v6sit a,,verJ c4tu?lzxoW. 1w nwst a'Vywimtre
*^r^g *W1e shanauv-ts mW W1 we wysrs o/
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:1 ̂ dda a4-ler )rtrkilq at MLir 6had44l\ cau"A ba
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?ihBr A.art e Wry aN tcared"rlWujhu-rs *kur
*i;X or 'U*aM4 wl14L ,ff1gy've &o/V ;ls r4n<ktttty t4

fuW aaL al4gl,1,twttt Fut \ ,ln try?r wart
'ro ,Lb/a w tu^ Nand,, b&.r wvr$ rt ,uive wih"W
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I Report on the shadtn idustry

Asking guestions ond summarising

From the list below choose two or three questions that you would like to
have answered. Make up your own if you prefer.

Sit in small groups and ask your chosen questions. The other students will
try to answer them. lf you wish, ask your teacher the same questions.
When you are satisfied, write a short summary of the points you found
most interesting in the answers you were given.

I ls the story set in the future or does it take place nowl Give reasons.
2 Why do people buy shadow boxes, do you thinkl
3 What do you think 'apocalypse' means (Part l, last word)?
4 Have you ever read a story which is in any way similar to this onel lf so,

can you re-tell itl
5 Would you like to read more stories by this writer? Give reasons for

your answer.
6 On the whole, are the shadows harmful or beneficial? Whyl
7 Which of the following words best captures the mood of the story and

a) despair b) mystery c) emptiness d) futi l i ty
e) another (name it)

8 What is in the shadow boxes - or what do they reoresent?
Add your own:

Q u ickwriting obout shadows

First, prepare a blank sheet of paper and a pen or pencil. Then, spend a
few minutes thinking quietly about shadows. Try to gather in your mind all
your impressions about shadows after reading this story.

Then start writing about shadows and keep on writing steadily for two
minutes, or until your teacher tells you to stop. Do not take your pencil
off the page and do not worry about grammar or English expression - just
let your pen write down anything that is in your mind.

When you have finished, briefly tell another student the two or three main
points of what you have written, and listen to their summary. Tell the
other student what you liked best in their summary.
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Wrbal transcription -
6 o.m.
by William Carlos Williams

A Consider this situation.

Someone in your home has suddenly ryoken up ea.ty in the morning with a
terrible pain. You call the doctor. When the doctor arrives an hour later,
the situation is the same. You ooen the door to let the doctor in.

With another student, write the conversation that then takes place.
Try to use one or more of the expressions in the diagram.

you are ready, perform your conyersation for another pair, and
listen to theirs. Comoare these asoects of your conversations.

Conversation 2

number of soeakers.

other similarities and differences are there between your two



t. Verbal transcription - 6 a.m.

B E Listen to 'Verbal transcription - 5 a.m.' lt concerns a situation like
the one you have just considered. As you listen, identify how many
speakers there are. With a partner, jot down the details you can
remember. Compare your notes and your impressions with those of
others in the room.

Rfl Fl Read the story and listen to it on the cassette.

THE WIFE:

I bout an hour ago. He woke up and it was as ifa knife was sticking
L lin his side. I tried the old reliable, I gave him a good drink of
whisky but this time it did no good. I thought it might be his heart so I
... Yes. In between his pains he was trying to get dressed. He could
hardly stand up but through it all he was trying to get himself ready to
go to \ryork. Can you imagine that?

Rags! Leave the man alone. The rninute you're good to him he...
Look at him sitting up and begging! Rags! Come here! Do you want to
look out of the window? Oh, yes. That's his favorite amusement - like
the rest of the family. And we're not willing iust to look out. We have to
lean out as if we were living on Third Avenue.

Two dogs killed our old cat last week. He was thirteen years old.
That's unusual for a cat, I think. We never let him come upstairs. You
know he was stiff and funny looking. But we fed him and let him sleep
in the cellar. He was deaf and I suppose he couldn't fight for himself
and so they killed him.

Yes. We have quite a menagerie. Have you seen our blue-jay? He had
a broken wing. We've had him two years now. He whistles and answers
us when we call him. He doesn't look so good but he likes it here. We let
him out of the cage sometimes with the window open. He goes to the
sill and looks out. Then he turns and runs for his cage as if he was
scared. Sometimes he sits on the little dog's head and they are great
friends. If he went out I'm afraid he wouldn't understand and thev
would kill him too

And a canary. Yes. You know I was afraid it was his heart. Shall I
dress him now? This is the time he usually takes the train to be there at
seven o'clock. Pa;'amas are so cold. Here put on this old shirt - this old
horse blanket, I always call it. I'm sorry to be such a fool but those
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l4rbal transription 6 a.m.

needles give me a funny feeling all over. I can't watch you give them.
Thank you so much for coming so quickly. I have a cup of coffee for you
all ready in the kitchen.

c Here are some inferences about the story. Which do you agree withl
Add some of your own if you wish.

The woman in the story is elderly.
She is more concerned with her pets than with the sick man.
The sick man is her husband.
She is lonely.
She is kind-hearted.
She is suffering from shock.
She doesnt care too much about the sick man.
The sick man is unconscious.
She accepts the situation calmly.
The woman's home is in the country not in the city.
The woman is a bit odd.

Talk about your choices with orners.

D Compare this story with the conversation that you wrote. Do you
think that you know a lot about your characters, or do you think you
know more about the characters in 'Verbal transcriDtion - 6 a.m.'?
Discuss this with one or two orners.

Creative development

lere ore some further octivities for you to choose from.

Vriting an interior monologue
-r',e 

sick man in the story says absolutely nothing. lmagine he is having an
-nr:erior 

monologue' - that is, he is talking to himself - at the same time as
:r€ wife is talking. With another student list some of his possible thoughts
x this time. Then write them as an unbroken monologue.

lmogining the doctoy's replies
-re 

doctor is silent in the story, yet he seems to be asking questions and is
:€.ly attending to his patient. In a group, decide on the sorts ot

€scions, comments and replies the doctor is making. Write a list of the
mcor's questions and any other comments he may be making during his
rs-- Make little marks in the text to show where the doctor speaks.

I
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Verbal transcription - 6 a.m.

Discussing ponic

Think again of the conyersation you wrote at the beginning. lf you really
had to call a doctor for someone who was seriously il l, would you panic in
any of these ways?

rush around
snout
'freeze'on the sDot with shock
become very clumsy - drop things, knock things over ...
lose your ability to concentrate

How do you manage your emotions in emergency situations? The wife in
the story is definitely not panicking. Do you consider this somewhat
strange, given the circumstances? Talk about this in groups. Would you be
able to remain as cool as the woman in the story?

Discussing ond illustrating o theme

One of the themes of the story is that ordinary life goes on even in the
middle of emergency situations. In the wife's monologue, details of
ordinary life intermingle with details about the man's condition. With
another student, put these extracts under the appropriate heading. Add a
few more details from the story.

I gove him o good drink of whisky
Look ot him sitting up ond begging!
Do you wont to look out of the window?
Hove you seen our blue-joy?
Sha/l I dress him now?
Pojamas ore so cold.
I hove o cup of coffee for you oll ready in the kitchen.
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Verbal transcrtption - 6 a.m.

This theme of ordinary life and extraordinary events happening at the same
time is often used to create a humorous effect. Look at this cartoon. How
does it i l lustrate the theme?

"George bas afutays liked foreign food."

This could be a cartoon representation of the story. ln pairs, supply a
caPflon.

iead out your caDtions to the class.
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The debutante
bv Leonora Carrineton

l
A With a few other students, look at this selection of pictures. Talk

about your reactions to them. Can you see anything that they have in
commonl Exchanse ideas.
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The debutante

B Some artists who produced work l ike the pictures on the opposite
page have tried to explain their aims. Here are some extracts from
what they have written. Which ones seem to be relevant to the
pictures you have been looking at? Talk about this with other students.

'... the resolution of... two states ... dream and reality,
'... access to the depths ofthe self.,. , to the irrational, to the impulses
that spring from the dark side of the soul'
' ... insolence and playfulness ... '
' . ., an obstinate dedication to fight everything repressive in conventional
wisdom'

'And first of all we'l l destroy this civil isation that is so dear to you ...
Western world, you are condemned to death.'

Before you start reading, write some of your ideas in the empty
squares. Work with another stuqenr.

usually suggests

c

A debutante ^ 
INIJ 

tJc,t^a,^, a- ,ball
be;,y presaakzL at a rojaL coort

daaci,g lvilaz.lLl"-

aliltttl'! .fir rnarr; a3u
tnu*l;(J cb$u a"d-,so"derfuL fry,L
expoui,lL'fn,.rh;5' sohool (spraalsry,h

{La' 6odc"t- ed,tcdrion ol qooaq l^l"os)
A hyena

Compare your ideas with those produced by other pairs. What are the
common features of your views of a hyenal
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The debutante

f,J1lFl nead the story for the first time and listen to it on the cassette.

' ! . , , . . ^ .

hen I was a debutante, I often went to the zoo. I went so ofter
that I knew the animals better than I knew girls of my own age

Indeed it was in order to get away from people that I found myself a
the zoo every day. The animal I got to know best was a young iryena
She knew me too. She was very intelligent. I taught her French, an<
she, in return, taught me her language. In this Nray we passed manl
pleasant hours.

My mother was arranging a ball in my honour on the first of Ma1
During this time I was in a state of great distress for whole nights. I,vr
always detested balls, especially when they are given in my honour

On the morning ofthe first of May 1934, very early, I went to visi
the hyena.

'What a bloody nuisance,' I said to her. 'I've got to go to my bal
tonight.'

'You're very lucky,' she said.'I 'd love to go. I don't know how tr
dance, but at least I could make small talk.'

'There'll be a gieit many different things ro eat,'I told her. 'I've seer
truckloads offood delivered to our house.'

'And you're complaining,' replied the hyena, disgusted. Just think o:
me, I eat once a day, and you can't imagine what a heap of bloodS
rubbish I 'm g i r  en. '

I had an audacious idea, and I almost laughed. 'All you have to do ir
to go instead of mel'

'We don't resemble each other enough, otherwise I'd gladly go,'saii
the hyena rather sadly.

'Listen,' I said. 'No one sees too well in the evening light. If yor
disguise yourself, nobody will notice you in the crowd. Besides, we'rt
practically the same size. You're my only friend, I beg you to do this for
me.'

She thought this over, and I knew that she really wanted to accept.
'Done.'she said all ofa sudden.
There weren't many keepers about, it was so early in the morning. I

opened the cage quickly, and in a very few moments we were out in th€
street. I hailed a taxi; at home, everybody rvas still in bed. In my room I
brought out the dress I was to .lyear that evening. It was a little long, and
the hyena found it difficult to walk in my high-heeled shoes. I found
some gloves to hide her hands, which were too hairy to look like mine.
By the time the sun was shining into my room, she was able to make her
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The debutante

way around the room several times, walking more or less upright. We'were so busy that my mother almost opened the door to say good
morning before the hyena had hidden under my bed.

'There's a bad smell in your room,, my mother said, opening the
windorv. 'You musr have a scented bath before tonight, wiih my new
bath salts.'

'Certainly,' I said.
She didn't stay long. I think the smell was too much for her.'Don't be late for breakfast,, she said and left the room.
The greatest difficulty was to find a way of disguising the hyena,s

face. We spent hours and hours looking for a way, but she always
rejected my suggestions. At lasr she said, ,I think I've found the answer.
Have you got a maid?'

'Yes,' I said, puzzled.
'There you are then. Ring for your maid, and when she comes ln'we'll pounce upon her and tear off her face. I'll wear her face toniEht

in-stead of mine.'
'It's not practical,' I said. ,She'll probably die if she hasn,t sot a face.

Somebody will certainly find the corpse, and we'll be put in orison.,'l 'm hungry enough to ear her.' lhe hyena replied.
'And the bones?,
As rvell, 'she said.'So, it 's onl'
'Only if you promise to kill her before tearing off her face. It'll hurt

her too much otherwise.'
'All right. It's all the same to me.,
Not without a certain amount of nervousness I rang for Mary my

maid. I certainly wouldn't have done it ifl didn,t hate having to go ro a
ball so much. When Mary came in I turned to the wall so as not to see. I
must admit it didn't take long. A brief cry, and it was over. While the
hyena was eating, I looked out the window. A few minutes later she said,'I can't eat any more. Her two feet are left over still, but if you have a
l i t t le  bag,  I ' l l  ear  rhcm later  in  the da1. '

'You'll find a bag embroidered with fleurs-de_lis in the cupboard.
Empty out the handkerchiefs you'll find inside, and rake it.' She drd as I
suggested. Then she said, ,Turn round now and look how beautiful I
am. '

In front of the mirror, the hyena was admiring herself in Mary,s face.
She had nibbled very neatly all around the face so that whar was lelt
was exactly what was needed.

'You've certainly done that very well,, I said.
Towards evening, when the hyena was all dressed up, she declared, ,I

really feel in tip-top form. I have a feeling that I shall be a sreat success I
this eveninE.'
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The debutante

Write down three words or phrases which summarise your immediate
reactions to the story.

Compare your reaction words, and try to explain your reasons for
choosing them.

l[1Fl xs26 1lr. story again.

E As you read, jot down words or phrases in this grid.

When we had heard the music from downstairs for quite some time,
said to he1 'Go on down now, and remember, don't stand next to m
mother. She's bound to realise that it isn't me. Apart from her I don'
know anybody. Best of luck.' I kissed her as I left her, but she did smel
very strong.

Night fell. Tired by the day's emotions, I took a book and sat dowr
by the open window, giving myself up to peace and quiet. I remembe
that I was reading Gulli.aer's Traxek by Jonathan Swift. About an hou
later, I noticed the first signs of trouble. A bat flew in at the windou
uttering little cries. I am terribly afraid ofbats. I hid behind a chair, m.
teeth chattering. I had hardly gone down on my knees when the sounr
of beating wings was overcome by a great noise at my door. My mothe
entered, pale with rage.

'We'd just sat down at table,' she said, 'when that thing sitting ir
your place got up and shouted, 'So I smell a bit strong, what? Well,
don't eat cakes!' Whereupon it tore off its face and ate it. And with on,
great bound, disappeared through the window.'

D
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The Jebutante

Work with a partner. Using your completed grid, describe each one of
the main characters in the story. Add your own opinions. What do you
think of each? What are they like as individuals?

2-.;..Ltc- ^ r,,L^l
Some dic t ionar ies descr ibe hyenas as 'cruel ' , ' t reacherous ' , ' rapacious ' ,
In the story, who is more cruel, in your view - the debutante or the
hyenal

F Look again at the pictures and the ideas that you considered before
reading the story. Which of the following aspects do you think is
dominant in this particular story? Add others if you wish.

the overlap between dream and reality
an attack on the social behaviour of the bourgeoisie in \ y'estern

civilisation
the deep impulses and irrational elements within us all

Talk about your thoughts together.

Creative development

rlere are some further octiyities for you to choose from.

Discussing reoctions to the story
i/ho could you give this story tol .\

some of your friends
elderly relatives
work colleagues

rVhat reaction would you anticipate getting from these people? Discuss
:iris with other students.

Writing d conyersotion

ivrite the conversation that takes place the next day when the debutante
fiits her friend the hyena at the zoo.
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The debuLo.nte

Discussing interp retati o n s

Read th is  comment  on 'The debutante ' .

The importance of the hyena is that it represents part of every hunrarr person -
the animal lust (the hyena has a terrif ic apperite) and dark sensr.rality (it smells
stronSly) jus! hiding under a human face. So in reality the hyena and the
debutante are two sides of the same person - human beings are nice and polite
on the surface. but just wild beasrs deep inside.

lf we imagine the debutante in that way as half woman, half hyena, does
tha t  a l te r  our  v iew o f  the  s to ry l  In  a  smal l  g roup,  d iscuss  th is
interpretation.

ln  the  mytho logy  o f  many anc ien t  c iv i l i sa t ions  there  is  a  ha l f  human /  ha l f
an ima l  be in t ,  such as  the  mino taur ,  the  centaur  o r  the  sph inx .  l t  s ign i f ies  a
un ion  o f  human and an imal  charac ter is t i cs .

i.ll.:
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The debutante

l

t

In small groups, think of some p!9lnrl,en_t pel:son?lit-igs froll1ygur,-ojvn
lgqrgty and make them into mythical half-beasts for posterity. For example:
a graceful dancer might become half human / half swan or a ruthless
politician might be half wolf / half human.

In your group, discuss the qualities of the new combination. Would a more
honesq a more interesting - or a more vicious - creature be the resultl

Adapting the story

In what ways does this story remind you of a horror film? Could it be
successfully adapted as a short horror film, do you think? With another
student, talk about how you, as a film maker, would depict the more
truesome parts of the tale (kill ing and eating the maid, fixing her face on to
-Jre hyena, tearing off the face and eating it ...).

'i/ould you

suggest the horror rather than show it l iterally, and build up suspense in
other ways?

show the horror graphically and shock the unsuspecting audience?
use some other deyice?

Wdting o horror story

lo modern horror stories and films fascinate you or bore you? Talk about
scme you have seen or read and the impact they had.

"!y'rite the first paragraph of a horror story, beginning:

-J-.
<_qs I r nl

'\q dl.
J

hclf -  hr,rqa.n r lrgq.nt , .  .

tA"- ofr,l., t"r" r::*r*r ai:
a-*33J sha&o.^rs on Thc. fl\ao^l j f

Bdt t(",.q wc.re- o t(".c no;sqs,

TA. b.".n"A"s "f
....(r.to.,^, ,

wo.tl b.1
l_ \r

s I ro.Tt ,
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The d.ebutante

Guessing and finding out about the outhor
What sort of person might write a story of this kindl With another
student, try to imagine the author. Write down your ideas or your guesses
next to these questions.

Where was she born?
What kind of family did she come from?
What kind of education did she havel
What was she good at?
Was she married I
Was she conventional or rebellious? ....
Did she live most of her l i fe in one place, or did she travel a lot?

Compare your guesses with those around you.

E3l Listen to a short talk about Leonora Carringtont actual life. As you
listen jot down notes about her next to these headings.

Bi r th :  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Parents:
Education:
Ambi t ion:
Relationships:
Marriages:
Chi ldren:
Places where she lived:
Talents:

Compare your guesses with the description you listened to. Are you
surpr ised?

Here is a self-portrait painted by Leonora Carrington (in 1936-37). What
similarities can you see between the painting and the storyl
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Importa,nt th,ings
by Barbara L. Greenberg

A What should parents tell their children, and whenl In groups think
about a child's life from the age of five /ears up to l5 years old.
Together, decide on a list of the most important things that parents
should tell their children in those years. Consider these and add your

death (of people and animals)
facts of life
religious beliefs
facts about the planet and the universe
rules of behaviour (dont lie; don't talk to strangers ...)

ll lFl Read the story for the first time and listen to it on the cassette.

ffi
>-l

ffi
8-  t0

For years the children whimpered and tugged. ,Tell us, tell us.'
You promised to tell the children some other time, later, when they

were old enough.
Now the children stand eye to eye with you and show you their teeth.

'Tell us.'
'Tell you what?' you ask, ingenuous.
'Tell us The Important Things.'
You tell your children there are six continents and five oceans, or vice

versa.
You tell your children the little you know about sex. Your children

tell you there are better words for what you choose to call The Married
Embrace.

- t 2 t 3 - t 5
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Important things

You tell your children to be true to themselves. They say they arc
true to themselves. You tell them they're lying, you always know when
they're lying. They tell you you're crazy. You tell them to mind their
manners. They think you mean it as a joke; they laugh.

There are tears in your eyes. You tell the children the dawn will
follow the dark, the tide will come in, the grass will be renewed, every
dog will have its day. You tell them rhe srory of The Littlest Soldier
whose right arm, which he sacrificed while fighting for a noble cause,
grew back again.

You say that if there were no Evil we wouldn't have the satisfaction
of choosing The Good. And if there were no pain, you say, we'd never
know our greatest ioy relief from pain.

You offer to bake a cake for the children. a fudee cake with chocolate
frosting, their favorite.

'Tell us,' say the children.
You say to your children, 'I am going to die.'
'When?'
'Someday.'
'oh.'
You tell your children that they, too, are going to die. They already

knew it.
You can't think of anything else to tell the children. You say you're

sorry. You are sorry. But the children have had enough of your excuses.
'A promise is a promise,' say the children.
They'll give you one more chance to tell them ofyour own accord. If

you don't, they'll have to resort to torture.

it says so much in such
a snort sPace.

I think it's really beautiful -
children are just like that;
they neyer stop asking.

It's so frustrating -
maKes you want to

strangle those children.

It 's guite chil l ing really -
when you think of things l ike
'they show you their teeth',

what are they actually
doing - snarlingl
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Imporlant things

You tell your children to be true to themselves. They say they arr
true to themselves. You tell them they're lying you always know when
they're lying. They tell you you're crazy. You tell them to mind their
manners. They think you mean it as a jokel they laugh.

There are tears in your eyes. You tell the children the dawn will
follow the dark, the tide will come in, the grass will be renewed, every
dog will have its day. You tell them the story of The Littlest Soldier
whose right arm, which he sacrificed while fighting for a noble cause,
grew back again.

You say that if there were no Evil we wouldn't have the satisfaction
of choosing The Good. And if there were no pain, you say, we'd never
know our greatest joy. relief from pain.

You offer to bake a cake fol the children, a fudge cake with chocolate
frosting, their favorite.

'Tell us,' say the children.
You say to your children, 'I am going to die.'
'When?'
'Someday.'
'oh.'
You tell your children that they, too, are going to die. They already

knew it.
You can't think of anything else to tell the children. You say you're

sorry. You are sorry. But the children have had enough ofyour excuses.
'A promise is a promise,' say the children.
They'll give you one more chance to tell them ofyour o.wn accord. If

you don't, they'll have to resort to torture.

We asked some people for their first impressions of this story. Here
are some of the things they said. Look at the comments with another
student. Are any of them similar to your own first impressions?

It 's quite chil l ing really -
when you think of things l ike
'they show you their teeth',

what are they actually
doing - snarlingl
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JE Read the story again.

C Here is a summary of the things that the parent says to the children at
different times. The children's reaction is sometimes stated ano
sometimes we have to imagine it. With a partner, add your ideas about
the children's reaction in the riqht-hand column.

Parent Children

Promises to tell them when
they are older.

*L,
imlre

D

LJhi.'\Per o^d- ty

Tells them about the physical world.

Tells them a bit about sex.

Gives advice about behaviour.

Gives them conventional wisdom rn
the form of well-known sayings.

Tells them a story with a moral.

Tries to explain the existence of evtt.

arL noe
Offers them something nice to eat

as a diversion,

Tells them about the parent's death.

Tells them about their own death.

lf the children keep asking to be told the important things, and the
parent can never find an answer that satisfies them, what point do you
ihink the story is makingl Do any of the following statements satisfy
you? In a small group, discuss your ideas.

There are no answers to the important questions in l i fe.
Differences between people wil l always separate them.
One generation wil l never be content with another generation's

knowledge.
There are no important things in the end: you iust go on l iving,

ad.

Important things
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Creative development

Here ore some further octivities for you to choose from.

Discussing lessons leornt
Think about your own life. What did your parents try to impress upon
you? What lessons have you learnt from your own experiencesi Write a
few notes under each heading and then exchange ideas with others in the

Writing advice

lmagine you are giving advice to a younger person. Complete these
sentences. so that you are giving your own opinions.

The important thing to remember about education is .......................

One of the most important things about a job is ...................................

In relationships, what's important is

When you're going through a rough patch, it 's important to .........

The important thing about

See what other people have written. ls there much yariation in \ /nat
peop le  th ink l

5U

Things my parents
tried to teach me
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Important things

€ltoosing/discussing the five most important things in life
n a survey in Europe some years ago, young people were asked what they

:rought the most important things in life were. Choose five of these ano' k them. You can use some of your own if you prefer.

Dialogue writing with proyarbs

Look at these proverbs which have been split into halves. Try to pur rne
halves together to form the original sayings.

Every dog will have
Pride goes
Every cloud has
A rolling stone
Least said
Look
Patience
rgnorance
Marry in haste
A b i rd in  the hand

a silver lining.
is  a v i r tue,
is  b l iss.
before a fall.
its day.
rePent at leisure.
gatners no moss.
before you leap.
is worth two in the bush.
soonest mended.

In a small group, continue the story by writing a dialogue between the
parent and the children. Use one proverb in the parentt speech ano
another in the childrent. Act out your dialogue for another group.



Secrets
by Tim Winton
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A Put a cross on each line in the circle, at an appropriate point, to show
how you felt as a child. The scale goes from

0 + 6
not at all very much

Join the crosses with a pencil l ine.

Compare your pattern with your neighbour's, and talk about it. ls
there anyone near to you with a similar pattern? Talk about similarit ies
or differences in your childhood memories.

B @ Here is a summary of the beginning of 'secrets', a story about a
girl called Kylie. As you listen to the beginning of the story, f i l l  in the
missing details.

Kylie l ives in Australia, She and her mother have moved to a new house
wlth .................., her mother's friend. Kylie misses her................... She.s
exploring the.................. and finds an egg. Nobody else knows about the nice,
.................. egg. She feels happy because now she has a...................

Check your answers with other students. lmagine how the story might
develop. Compare your ideas with others in the class.

-rm Read the first part ofthe story and listen to it on the €assette.

Secrets

Part one

fiut 
the back of the new house, between the picket fence and a sheet

\./of tin, Kylie found an egg. Her mother and Philip were inside. She
heard them arguing and wished she still lived with her father. The yard
was long and excitingly littered with fallen grapevines, a shed, lengths
of timber and wire, and twitching shadows from big trees. It wasn't a
new house, but it was new to her. She had been exploring the yard. The
egg was white and warm looking in its nest ofdirt and down. Reaching
in, she picked it up and found that it was warm. She looked back at the
house. No one was watching. Something rose in her chest: now she
knew what it was to have a secret.

At dinner her mother and Philip spoke quietly to one another and
drank from the botde she was only allowed to look at. Her mother was a
tall woman with short hair like a boy. One of her front teeth had gone
brown and it made Kylie wonder She knew that Philip was Mum,s new
husband, only they weren't married. He smelt of cigarettes and
moustache hairs. Kylie thought his feet were the shape ofpasties.
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t. Secrets

When everything on her plate was gone) Kylie left the table. Becaus
the loungeroorn was a tungle of boxes and crates inside one of whicl
was the TY she went straight to her new room. She thought about th
egg as she lay in bed. She was thinking about it when she fell asleep.

Next day, Kylie got up onto the fence and crabbed all around it lookinl
into the neighbours' yards. The people behind had a little tin shed and
wired up run against the fence in which hens and a puff-chested littl
rooster pecked and picked and scruffled. So, she thought, balanced or
the splintery grey fence, that's \vhere the egg comes from. She climber
down and checked behind the sheet of tin and found the egg safe bu
cold.

Lateq she climbed one of the big trees in the yard, right up, fron
where she could observe the hens and the rooster next door. They werr
fat, white birds with big red combs and bright eyes. They clucked anr
preened and ruffled and Kylie grew to like them. She was angry wher
the piebald rooster beat them down to the ground and jumped on thei:
backs, pecking and twisting their necks. All his colours were angrj
colours; he looked mean.

Inside the house Mum and Philip laughed or shouted and remindec
her that Dad didn't live with them any more. It was good ro have r
secret from them, good to be the owner of something precious. Philil
Iaughed at the things she said. Her mother only listened to her with ;
smile that saidyoa don't know a single tlue thing.

Sometime in the afternoon, after shopping with her mother, Kylit
found a second egg in the place between the fence and the tin. She sa.w
too, a flash of white beneath a mound of vine cuttings in the corner ol
the yard. She climbed her tree and waited. A hen, thinner and mort
raggedy than the others) emerged. She had a bloody comb and a furtivr
way of pecking the ground alertly and moving in nervous bursts. For
some time, she poked and scratched about, fossicking snails and slugr
out ofthe long grass, until Kylie saw her move across to the piece of tir
and disappear.

Each day Kylie saw another egg added to the nest up the back. She sair
the raggedy hen pecked and chased and kicked by the others next door
saw her slip between the pickets to escape. The secret becane bigger
every day. The holidays stretched on. Philip and her mother left her
alone. She was happy. She sat on the fence, sharing the secret with the
hen.

When they had first moved into this house on the leafy, quiet srreer,
Philip had shown Kylie and her mother the round, galvanized tin cover
of the bore well in the back of the yard. The sun winked off it in the
morning. Philip said it was thirty-six feet deep and very dangerous.
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C Complete this summar/ of the first part of the story by adding rnree
fairly short sentences. Discuss your ideas first with
another student.

Kylie feels left out from her mother and phil ip's activit ies. She becomes
interested in the chickens in the yard. Somehow her secret helos her to
feel less lonely, She finds a second egg and then finds out where orners are
being laid by an unhealthy-looking hen ................................

JlFl Reaa the second part of the story and listen to it on the cassetre.

Secrets

Kylie was forbidden to lift the lid. It was off-limits. She was fascinated
by it. Some afternoons she sat out under the grapevines with her photo
album, turning pages and looking across every now and then at that
glinting lid. It couldn't be seen from the back verandah; it was obscured
by a banana tree and a leaning brick wall.

In all her photographs, there was not one of her father. He had been
the photographer in the family; he took photos of Kylie and her mother,
Kylie and her friends, but he was always our of the picture, behind the
camera. Sometimes she found herself looking for him in the pictures.
Sometimes it was a game for her; at others she didn,t realise she was
doinE it.

Part two

Two weeks passed. It was a sunny) quiet time. Ten eggs came to be
secreted behind the piece of tin against the back fence. The hen began
sitting on them. Kylie suspected something new would happen. She
visited the scraggy, white hen every day to see her bright eyes, to smell
her musty warmth. It was an important secret now. She sneaked kitchen
scraps and canary food up the back each evening and lay awake in bed
wondering what would happen.

It was at this time that Kylie began to lift the lid of the well. It was
not heavy and it moved easily. Carefully, those mornings, shielded by
the banana tree, she peered down into the cylindrical pit which smelt
sweaty and dank. Right down at the bottom was somerhing that looked
like an engine with pipes leading from it. A narrow, rusty ladder went
down the wall ofthe well. Slugs and spiderwebs clung to it.



l

l

Serrets

One afternoon when Philip and her mother were locked in the bi1
bedroom, Iaughing and making the bed bark on the boards, Kylie tool
her photo alburn outside to the well, opened the lid and with the bool
stuffed into the waistband of her shorts, went dovn the ladder witl
sloq deliberate movements. Flecks of rust came away under her handr
and fell whispering a long way down. The ladder quivered. The sky war
a blue disc above growing smaller and paler. She climbed down past tht
engine to the moist sand and sat with her back to the curving wall. Sht
looked up. It was like being a drop of water in a straw or a piece of ricr
in a blowpipe - the kind boys stung her with at school. She heard thr
neighbours' rooster crowing, and the sound of the wind. She lookec
through her album. Pictures of her mother showed her looking awal
into the distance. Her long wheaten hair blew in the wind or hung stil
and beautiful. It had been so long. Her mother never looked at thr
camera. Kylie saw herself, ugly and short and dark beside her. She grer
cold and climbed out ofthe well.

It seemed a bit of an ordinary thing to have done when she got out
Nevertheless, she went down every day to sit and think or to flicl
through the album.

The hen sat on her eggs for three weeks. Kylie sat on the fence and
gloated, looking into the chookhouse next door at the rooster and his
scrabbling hens who did not know what was happening her side of the
fence. She knew now that there would be chicks. The encvclooaedia
said so.

On nights when Philip and her mother had friends over, Kylie
listened from the darkened hallway to their jokes that made no sense.
Through the crack between door and jamb she saw them touching each
other beneath the table, and she wanted to know right then - why her
father and mother did not live together with her. It was something she
was not allowed to know. She went back to her room and looked at the
only picture in her album where her smile told her that there was
something she knew that  the photographer  d idn ' t .  She couldn ' t
remember what it was; it was a whole year ago. The photo was a shot
from way back in kindergarten. She was small, dark-haired, with her
hands propping up her face. She held the picture close to her face. It
made her confident. It made her think Philip and her mother were
stupid. It stopped her from feeling lonely.

Philip caught her down the well on a Sunday afternoon. He had
decided to weed the garden at last; she wasn't prepared for it. One
moment she was alone with the must. the next. the well was full of
Philip's shout. He came down and dragged her out. He hit her. He told
her he was buying a padlock in the morning.
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Secrets

That evening the chicks hatched in the space between the sheet oftin
and the back fence - ten of them. At dusk, Kylie put them into a
cardboard box and dropped them down the well. The hen squawked
insanely around the yard, throwing itself about. knocking things over,
creating such a frightening noise that Kylie chased it and hit it with a
piece ofwood and, while it was still stunned, dropped it, toq down the
dry well. She slumped down on the lid and began to cry. The back light
came on. Philip came out to get her

Before bed, Kylie took her photograph _ the knowing one _ from rts
place in the album, and with a pair of scissors, .rr. oif h.. head and
poked it through a hole in the flyscreen ofthe window.

D Put these sentences in the right oroer ro produce a summary of rne
second part of the story.

I Philip discovers her in the well and hits her.
2 Kylie hits the hen and throws it down the well.
3 Kylie watches the hen sitting on ren eggs.
4 Kylie cuts off her head from the special photo and throws it away.
5 She takes the lid off the well.
5 She starts to go down the well with her photo album every day.
7 She watches Philip and her mother and wonders why her father rs

not with them.
8 Kylie throws the chicks down the well.
9 She chooses one special photo which makes her feel good.

Here are some sentences about the three people in this story. Choose
one of the yerbs, then complete eacn sentence.

I admire / like / dislike / disapprove of / feel sorry for Kylie because

I admire / like / dislike / disapprove of / feel sorry for Kylie,s mother
Decause. . . . . . . . . . . . . .

I admire / like / dislike / disapprove of / feel sorry for philip because

In your class, put your sentences together so that you can read them
all. Talk about your different responses.

J El Read the story again.



Secrets

F What do you feel about the story? Talk about it with a partner.

Here is a list of some of the themes in this short story. With your
partner, choose the three which you think are most important.

neglect
the importance of colours and smells for children
children's rights
conflict between different generations
conflict between men and women
knowledge as power
early sexual awareness in children
coping with the absence of a parent
the need for security
coping with feelings of anger
lonel iness
problems associated with contemporary family life

When you have chosen, write each one on a slip of paper. Put all the
papers together, then find out which three were chosen most often by
the class. Talk about the reasons for your choices. Does anyone want
to add another theme to the list?

Creative development

Here ore some further octivities for you to choose from.

Completing Kylie's circle diagram

lmagine that you are Kylie. Using the circle diagram on p. 52 again, put
crosses on each line to show what Kylie feels. Join the crosses with a
pencil l ine, as you did the first time.

Compare diagrams with other students. Are your patterns similar? Discuss
any differences.

Discussing the story's symbors

Some things in this short story seem to have a rather mysterious but
powerful symbolic quality. With a few other students, talk about these
things.

the eggs
the well
the photos
Kylie's cutting of the photo

Discuss how you reacted to these items as you read the story. How
lmportant do you think they are within the storyl Do you feel that they
suggest something about Kylie herselfl
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Discussing children,s rights
With another student, decide which of the following rights you agree with,and which you disagree with. Would you add any mJrei
CHILDREN'S RIGHTS

M!11*" have the right not to be hit by parents, guardians or teachers.
? !li l l*" have the right to be totd why'parents u[.upur"ttng.
3 Children have the right to choose which parent they wish to live with.
4 Children have the right to receive counselling during a family break_up.

Compare your ideas with those of other students.

Changing Kylie's life
lTlgile.tlrlt Iou have a magic wand. At a stroke, you can alter one featureof Kylie's life. What would you choose to dol lot it down.
l w o u l d

Would other students choose to use their magic wand in the same way/

Role*play

lmagine that Kylie has grown up. you meet her and become crose friends.
ine tels you this story from her childhood and wants you to help her tomake sense of it. With another student, talk about what you courq say rohelp her understand what she did as a young child.

Act out the conversation between Kylie and yourself.



Dazzler
by Suniti Namjoshi

Are you an introvert or an extrovertl Fill in this questionnaire to find
out.
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Show your profi le to others in your class, and talk about the situations
in the questionnaire. Do you think your own results really show your

character?

Students who had a score of 7 and above: make a l ist of the advantapes

of being an extroYert.
Students who had a score of 6 or under: make a l ist of the advantaqes

of being an introvert.

Join other students who made different l ists. Take it in turns to read

them, or pin them up. Can you think of any disadvantages that

counterbalance the advantages Iisted?

J lFl Read the story and listen to it on the cassette.

Dazzler

fhe sunbird was showing off to such a deglee, making the light
I vibrate olfher wingtips, obviously and blatantly singing to herself,

that the duck frowned. The sunbird ignored her; she was executing a
wholly unnecessary somersault. The duck spoke: 'You ought not to
racket and rocket about in quite that manner.' The sunbird was
astonished. She stopped in mid-flight and reversed herself. The duck
winced - more showing off. 'Why not? It's great fun. Come and rry it
yourself' 'You spoil the atmosphere.' The duck was sounding more and
more cross. The sunbird by now was bouncing up and down on the end
of a twig. 'What, by flying in it?' Suddenly she shot high into the air.
The duck felt pacifred - she had driven away the nuisance, when the
sunbi rd whizzed past .  'You' re a hyperact ive headache! ' the duck
shouted. 'Why? What do I do wrong?'The sunbird was swinging from
a nearby creeper. 'You occupy space,' muttered the duck. 'Not as much
as you,'retorted the sunbird. The duck lost her temper. With a great
flapping of wings she rushed at the sunbird. The sunbird dodged. The
duck chased her. At last rvhen the duck was certain that the sunbird had
gone, she settled down again to sun herself. Three seconds later she
heard the sunbird saying, 'I told you it was fun. Now I'll chase you and
you dodge.'

Q.yestion: If you were a duck, what rvould you do?

(a) practise patience
(b) move
(c) stalt a campaign to make sunbirds illegal
(d) ask the sunbird for flying lessons.
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Dazzler

What are your first impressions of the duck and the sunbird? How
many 'yes' answers would the duck give to the questionnaire you fil led
in? How many would the sunbirdl Compare your ideas with other
students.

C Look at these two overlapping diagrams.

Sunbird

With a partner, put the following words or expressions into any part
of the diagrams that you think is appropriate. Add words or
expressions if you wish to. Are these words appropriate for the duck
or the sunbird - or both?

sociable assertive calm dominating
introvert extrovert mature intell igent
sensitive wise formal daring thoughtful
considerate exciting impulsive interesting

(would be a) good colleague good parent good boss
good teacher good musician good friend good dancer
good polit ician

D With a partner, look at these verbs. Use a dictionary or ask others in
the class if you dont understand any of them. Which one would be
used for which bird, if the story were to continuel

wept tantalised groaned retreated
blustered whistled snaooed flashed

Duck
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Dazzler

Which do you find more congenial: the duck or the sunbird? Which is
more like you? Compare your ideas with others in the class. Are rnere
more sunbirds in the class, or more ducksl

Which of these statements best expresses your idea of the short
storyl Discuss each statement with one or two other students ana
cnoose one, or write your own.

The story is about the conflict between introverts and extroverts.
The story is about different ways of coping with problems in life.
The story is about decision and indecision, and their results.
The story is about

G With a partner, consider these careqones.

Put as many words as you can from the story into these categories.
Compare your lists with those of other groups. Which one is longerf
Together, discuss possible implications of your lists. For example:

Verbs are usually action words.
lf a text has few verbs, is the effect static or calml
lf a text has a lot of verbs, is the effect lively? Action-packed?
What is the effect in this storyi
Adjectives are usually descriptive words. Are there a lot of

adjectives in this storyl What is the effectf

Creative development

Here ore some further octivities for you to choose from.

Discussing probl e m-solvin g

What kind of a problem-solver are youl When you are faced with a
problem, do you

try patiently to solve itl
ask advice about what you should do?
get irritated?
try to ignore itl
have another way of dealing with it?
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Compare your replies with those of others in the class. Can you think of
an/ advantages (or disadvantages) in your problem-solving style?

Answering guestions

What is your answer to the final question in the short story'what would
you do if you were a duck?'

In groups, write four choices in answer to the question 'what would you
do if you were a sunbird?' Ask another group to choose one of your
cho ices .  What  a re  the  popu lar  op t ions  fo r  sunb i rds l

Using alliterotion

All iteration (the repeating of the first sound in a series of words) has a
long tradition in English prose and poetry. lt is often used to emphasise
action or sound words. In this short story, the author uses two amusing
all iterative expressions: 'hyperactive headache' and 'racket and rocket'. In
small groups, make a l ist of two or three people whom you know
personally, or famous people. Think of one verb or adjective that is typical
of each of them. Then add at least one all i terative word to it, to make an
expression l ike the two in the short story.

Read your all i terative phrases to another group, and ask them to guess
who is  be ing  descr ibed.

Discussing show-offs

How is showing off viewed in your societyi Are people who show off
sometimes admired? Do other people find them irritatingl In small groups,
describe two situations where sho\ / ing off might typically take place and
how people present would react.

Making choices for a video

lmagine that your group is going to make a video of the short story.
Together, decide on

the screen image that you want to accompany the tit le of the short
story at the beginning of the video.

the kind of music you want at the beginning, before the narration or
action begins,

You may wish to present the story dramatically to the class. A simple way
of doing this is to present a mime version accompanied by the narration -

with your own images, if you l ike, and your own music.

Making a puppet version of the story
Make a puppet theatre version of the story for children. Try and perform it
for a group of children if possible.
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Misunderstood
an anonymous story

r:

A These drawings tell the story of a baboon. They are not in the right
order. With another student, study the drawings and put them in an
appropriate sequence. Then build up the story together. When you are
ready, tell your story to another pair and listen to theirs. How similar
are your stories?



Misundcrstood,

f! lFl X..O an. story for the first time and listen to it on the cassette.

r - f - rh is  is  an o lder  s tor \  tharr
l -

I  most  of  our  others.  I l  dates
b a c k .  i n d e e d .  t o  l h e  y e a r  1 8 6 4 ,

- \ , | /

7T:,.
\\ \ ill//,
\ j r i r l l r i r

and extremely thoughtful baboon,
and h is  habi ts  and manners
provided continual amusement for
the officers, before nhose mess-

\

i l
I ]
tl
l't

- ' l

,t.1\r"sloo\

'when the pet  of  a  Br i t is ,
regiment, stationed in Jamaica
was a baboon. He was a meditativ

,llilti,,ffilttlt)
\v

room windows his dwelling wa
placed. He was tethered by a long
l ight  chain,  but  even wi th th i
restraint he managed to get into r
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g o o d  d e a l  o f  m i s c h i e f .  { s ,  f o r
rnstance,  on one day,  when he
conceived h imsel f  insul red by a
c e  r t a  i n  y o u n g  o f f i c e r ,  a n d

14isuntlerstood,

instantll fell ro pelting lhe mess-
room uindows wi th such terr i f ie
ef fect  that  h is  habi ta t ion was
removed to a less commanding

2i{--,,

::'$ ;I
==2=>-'\

=Ai- -z-.=--- ?1 -

spot .  Here h is  amusements s t i l l  busy minute or  two,  and the
went on, however. Any living unhappy fo.wls, who often strayed
creature that ventured within his within reach, were grabbed
chain-radius was apt  to  have a instant ly ,  and sometrmes
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ot''4

strangled.  though he more o l ten
amused h imsel f  by p luck ing or
hal f  p luck ing h is  unhappy
prisoner before releasing it.

One fowl ,  however ,  he look a
sudden and violent fancy for. He

g r a b b e d  i t ,  i t  i s  t r u e ,  b u t  h e
neither plucked it nor wrung its
neck, but, instead, dandled and
l o n d l e d  i t  u i r h  s u c h  d e m o n -
st rat ive af fect ion that  qui te
p o s s i b l y  t h c  u n  f o  r r u  n a  r e  c o c  k

--=:-\:--=
4 . -

l iberty. The bird did not in any
way reciprocate his affection; in
fact ,  a l together  misunderstood i r .
But the baboon persevered, and
held firmly on to his pet. He felt
confident of winning it over b1''

=)il16-,'-,,
would har  e prcfcr red p luck ing.
He squeezed i t ,  he s t loked i t ,
rubbed it, nursed it, held it aloft
a n d  d a n c e d  i t ,  r e l e a s e d  i t  f o r  a
m o m e n r ,  a n d  p l a y f u l l y  h a u l e d  i t
back b1 the 1eg rvhen it made for

persistent kindness, and since his deal harder. But even these
earlier demonstrations had proved attentions failcd to rouse its
unsuccessful, he renewed them affection, and at last, in the midst
with more vigour. He stroked it of an extra-friendly hug, rhe
the other  way,  rubbed i t  more perverse cock d ied,  misunder-
pers is tent ly ,  danced i t  more standing the devoted baboon to
quicklS and squeezed it a good the last.
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He was overwhelmed wi th
grief. To think that at last, when
he had secured a creature he could
really love, it should die ere he
could ind u ce i t
fittingly to recipro-
cate his affection. It
was very sad. He set
about  the last  sad
r i tes wi th every
mani festat ion of
sorrow.  In  so lemn
gr ief  he bur ied h is
departed playmate at

Misunderstood

the foot of a tall tree, where the
grass might grow and the birds
s i n g  o r e r  i t s  g l a v e .  T h e n  h e  s a r
him down before the grave and

mourned; neglected
all his usual amuse-
ments, and mourned
sorely day by day for
a for tn ight .  But  at
the end of that time
he could bear  h is
grief no longer; so he
dug up his departed
pet and ATE IT!

B Comolete these sentences.

I The baboon threw thinss at the officers'
2 The officers moved his
3 He caught and sometimes strangled .....
4 However, he showed great.......

particular fowl.
The b i rd d id not

for one

5
6
7
I

t 0

the  baboon.
So the baboon his displays of affection.
Sadly, the bird ..........
The baboon his f r iend near  a t ree.
He entered  a  per iod  o f  so lemn
After two weeks, he could not cope with his feelings and

u p  a n d  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  .  .  .  .  h i s
dead pet.

ls this story noticeabll different from the one you created in A?
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I Misund.erstootl

ItlEl nead the story again.

C This story was written in the nineteenth century and its language is of

that period. Look at the following rewritten sentences or exPressions

and decide which of the original l ines in the story they rePresent.

I One day he felt that he was being made a fool of by one of the

officers so he started throwing things at the windows.

2  He had a  sudden c rush  on  one o f  the  b i rds .

3 He gently rocked the fowl with obvious warmth and pleasure.

4 He pulled it back when it tr ied to 8et away.

5 Fancy it dying before he could get it to show its true feelings for

h i m !
6 He stopped having his usual fun.

D Did you find the story amusing or sad, or bothl Discuss your feelings

about it. What would be an alternative tit le for this storyl Discuss

some Dossibil i t ies with other students.

E Listen to four people discussing their reactions to the story. What

tit les do they suggesti Compare them with yours.

Creative development

Here are some further activities for you to choose from.

A debote

One of the themes in the story is that relationshiPs are a source of

constant misunderstanding. No matter how hard PeoPle try, their

intentions may well be misunderstood by others. Organise a debate on the

fo l low ing  mot ion : 'Th is  g roup be l ieves  tha t  misunders tand ing  amongst

people is much more common than understandinS.'

Divide the class into groups of three or four people. Each group prepares

arguments either for the motion, or against it. Make sure that each side of

the argument is equally represented.

Each group then makes a presentation. When they have finished, other

groups can ask them questions or challenge what they have said,

At the end of the debate, have a show of hands to see if the motion has

been carried or defeated.

Writing d letter

Write a letter to an animal rights group in Jamaica, describing the baboon's

current situation, recommending that the baboon be rescued from its

current plight and suggesting how its l i fe might be improved.
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Writing the story's moral

Some stories have a moral - a lesson to be learnt from what happens.
What, in your view is the moral of this tale? Write your moral down and
then comDare it with others.

Discussing the behaviour of animols

The story has a strong anthropomorphic element - that is, the baboon is
descr ibed as  hav ing  human- l i ke  emot ions  such as 'a f fec t ion ' , 'g r ie f ' , ' l ove ' .
With another student look at this l ist of feelings that animals may
experience. Which of these animals, in your view, actually have these
fee Iines ?

Misunderstoul

e/bf694

A(tOl-r 
n^ffi Aess

Iove. ljeatous4 +u.
'uspicioA ra4QE

Compare your opinions. ls there some measure of agreementl
lf you don't believe that animals experience feelings at all, how would you
describe the behaviour of pets, for example, who seem so unhappy wnen
the i r  owners  d ie?
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t. Misunderstood

Writing with animol similes

Humans are often compared to animals. Look at the following animals and
try to place them in the spaces to form an appropriate expression in
Engl ish.
Check your answers together.

to laugh like a(n)
as sly as a(n)
as quiet as a(n)
as strong as a(n)
as wise as a(n)
as hungry as a(n)
as graceful as a(n)
as stubborn as a(n)  . . .  .  .  .  .  . . .
as fat as a(n)

What other qualities do these animals have that might produce new
compar isonsl  For  example, 'as greedy as a p ig ' ; 'as l ight  as a mouse' .  Wi th
another student create three new expressions. You can use other animals
if you prefer.

Write a paragraph about a person, using an animal image in an extended
way. Here is an example.

owl ox
l ion gazel le

mouse p ig
wol f  mule

fox hyena

k. had theappehk 0f a statug Nn/f, /4i egcr,t€cnEd haunttd

t hu94 andl;usfasa eo/fi t-1a{e Mlghllwilch tohcn
r{z*oh4g *Ae Qrstsceaf af alunrtd /idr'M, his nottrik
flutk zd as he.suat tte mza*,n2zhtg in the hu/aza. Ltheu
lhcplate cycnt"ol| 6aMe/ he punad andallacked. lhc uea/
had no cAaua af surnra/.
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Shell songs
A letterfrom the Laird's wife

by George Mackay Brown

Divide the class into two halves.

ONE HALF

lmagine you are a member of a rich, aristocratic family. You own a
Iarge house with large gardens and an estate, near the sea. The family
has servants, including gardeners. How would you feel about these
situationsl

I 'd hate it.

The servants say 'Sir' or
'Madam' every time they
sPeaK ro you.

You're often in a big
house, alone except for
tne servants.

You have a lot of time for
reading and going for
walks.

You can give financial help
to the poor people on
your estate when you feel
like it.

Your life is free from the
material pressures that
other people feel.
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Shell songs

THE OTHER HALF

lmagine you are a member of a poor family with a tiny piece of land on
the estate of a wealthy aristocrat. You have very little money and
cannot afford proper treatment when someone in your family is il l.
How would you feel about these siruations?

I 'd hate it.

You're supposed to say
'Sir' or 'Madam' every
time you meet the estate
owners.

You earn your living by
your own labour.

It 's hard to put aside
money for emergencies.

You are part of a
community - other people
are in the same position as
you.

Your situation is stable -
you're part of an enduring
tradition.

Share your thoughts with people in your half, and when you are reaqy,
interview someone from the other half to find out how ,the other half
lives'.

B The story you are going to read has two central characters - a nine-
year-old boy from a poor farming family, and the wife of an esrare
owner. The story is set on an island in Scotland. What do you think
the story might be about? Quickly write down one or two possibilities
with another oerson.

&6 E Read the first part of the story and listen to it on the cassette.
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Shell songs

Part one

Dearest Alicia,
I must tell you about this strange thing that has happened here.
Do you remember Hundland who used to come and help in the Hall

garden sometimes in summer? He is a small man with a brown silky
beard and blue eyes. He is a good worker, and quiet in his speech. One
thing about him, when James or I speak to him, he will not remove his
hat, or say 'sir' and 'rna'am'.

Hundland works a croft on the far side of the island. He is married
and has several children.

Three days ago, Tuesday, Hundland had a boy with him, aged nine

or ten, when I saw him working in the tulip-beds. This child was

wandering slowly here and there about the garden. I could see his lips
moving. He nodded from time to time. His hands made slow shapes. He
was a very small boy indeed, and not very pretty, with light sand-
coloured hair. My first impression was: he is a bit simple in the head.

I opened the window. I called,'Good morning, Hundland!'The man
merely turned his face and nodded. The child fled as if he had been
shot, behind the sycamore tree.

'What child is that?' I asked.
Hundland replied, still bent over the blossoms, 'He's Tom. He's our

youngest boy. The wife's not well today. I thought I would take him off
her hands. He's more trouble, in a way, than all the others.'

'Tom,' I called, 'come from behind the tree. I have an orange and a
piece ofchocolate for you.'

There was no answer. There was a white frve-pointed star stuck to
the hither side ofthe trunk, Tom's hand.

'He won't come out!' said Hundland. 'He's the strangest boy I ever
saw. He wouldn't show himself if you were to offer him a piece of gold.

I don't know what's to become of the creature when he's grown. He's
frightened of boats. He's frightened of horses. He wants to know all
about them, all the same. He's frightened of any stranger that comes
about. That won't do in a crofter-fisherman. He might grow out of it.
He'll have to.'

'Surely he ought to be at school,' I said.
'He's frightened of the teacher, too, and the big boys; they won't

leave him alone. He's as ignorant as the scarecrow when it comes to
letters and frgures. He's upset this morning, because his mother's in
bed. The only time he's happy is when he's by himself. He contents
himself with the daft games he makes up ... '

These were the words of my radical gardener to me, the most he's

ever spoken. (But never a touch to the cap.)
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Shell songs

It was a rnost beautiful morning, Alicia, all blue and gold and green. J
decided not to waste the day (fames has been all \veek in Edinburgh or
business). I took my book and parasol and cushion and walked along tc
the beach,  which was qui te  empty,  as the f ishermen had taker
advantage of the weather to set their creels here and there under thr
cliffs on the west side.

I sat dorvn on a lock and opened my book of Shenstone's poems
Everything was quite beautiful and tranquil. Nature smiled. It was sc
peaceful I could hear the holse in the field above champing and moving
through the grass. I could sense, almost, the earth's juices flowing.

(How is it rvords in a book xre never so beautiful and interesting
outside, in the sun? Of course they are, they must be; but books seem
made for opening beside a fire indoors, with the yellow .ivaverings o1
candle-light on the rvhite pages. My friend, I would rather than an1
book that you had been there to share that beautiful day with me! There
is a selfishness in solitary enjoyment.)

It seemed, however, that I tvas not destined to be solitary for toc
long. I heard the faintest rhythmic displacement of dry sand-grains.
Who could it be, the despoiler of my solitude? I raised the rim of m1
summer hat, and looked.

It was a small boy, anonymous against the blue and silver glitterings
ofocean.

His mouth, between the sea and the fields, rvas ringing like a little bell.
Dear Alicia, the boy spoke as if the shells and stones and rvater were

living things, and could understand what he was saying. It rvas the
strangest experience: I hidden in my rock cranny, this boy (rvhoever he
was) wandering here and there about the shore, chanting.

I listened, half-amused and half-wonderstruck. Shenstone lay
spreadeagled at my feet, the pages slowly curling in the sun.

Should I declare myself? It seemed a sharne to break the natural florr
of the boy's phantasy. This most strange monologue went on and on.
On an impulse, I plucked a pencil from my bag and wrote, as best I
could, on the blank pages of Shenstone's Worhs, the words of my shore
wanderer. It seemed a shame that only the empty unremembering
empyrean should be given such a unique recital.

I cannot convey how fresh and exquisite the words were in that
setting. My pencil stumbled on and on, and slowly blunted.

Naturally, I missed much. The boy wandered here and there. Often I
could only hear as it were - an indistinct music. And, then, pencil on
paper is tardy, and his words, ho.wever indistinct, came with the
freshness and urgency ofa spring.
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c When you have finished, choose one of the main characters, either the
Laird's wife or the boy, and make notes about what your.chosen
character is like or the impressions you get of them.

The Laird's wife is The boy is

Compare your notes with another student,s. Have you found different
things, or made different inrerpretationsl

&6lFl Read the second part of the story and listen to it on the cassette,

Shell songs

Part two

_. 
Such as I gathered, I send you to marvel at. If they appear in broken

lines,.my excuse is that they seemed like a scatterini of primitive
unpolished stones.

Here I go.
['m writing things in rhe sand.
I'm writing letters
To a bird and a shell.
I should be wriring
0n a slate in the school.

r
The sea will cure her.
I'li take sea
Up.to the house in this shell.
'Drink this, Mother.'

. *
I don'r think he'll ever die, the Laird
Mr Sweyn.
The lady. she's kind,
She's beautiful and she's sweet
So she'll die.
A piry that, a great pity
For old Mr Sweyn.

*
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Now, then, I nill go to school.
Tomorrow,
Every day I'll go.
I'll read the books, hard.
I'll study.
I'll go to Edinburgh, the college there.
I'll be a doctor. I will.
I'll say to her in the bed,
'Get well. I'm here. Take this medicine.'

*
I can do anything with you I like,
Sand.
I've drawn a cottage.
There are people living in it.
They're all singing.
Look at their round rnouths.
There's a mother
At a table, with pots and plates.

*
Are you listening, shell?
You
Are all whispers and whispers.
Listen. Tell me
Where the hidden treasure is, the box
Full ofsilver coins.
Then
My father will be able to pay his rent.

*
I am Mr Sweyn.
I live up at the Hall. I do.
Seagull,
How do you know I amn't Mr Sweln?
I am Mr Sweyn the Laird.
I say,
'Miss Ingsetter, you are sacked from the school.'
Then I say
'Mrs Hundland is to stop coughing,
I have a room for her
High up, where blue air comes in.'

*
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Nobody sees me on the shore.
Nobody
Hears, only a shell and a gull.

They are arguing.
The gull says, 'Her face is burning. Then it is grey.

She is very sick.'
The shell sings, 'The mother,

She is never going to die.'

Once she was sick before.
Then she got up.

She lit the fire, she polished all our boots.
'x

I'm tired. I'm in trouble. I'm bad. I'm idle.

Shell and gull,
I should be taking the sweat from my mother's face.

There was silence at last, but for the first ebb noises and the cries of

a rock-questing gull. It had gotten cold in my rock cranny.

The boy had wandered away.
My hand was numb with writing (as best I could) all those 'native

woodnotes wild'.
I looked out. The sands were flushed with the last ofthe sun.

The boy was a trembling dot against the far reaches ofthe shore.

I knew - ifI had not known already - that it was Tom Hundland

I had an impulse to cry after him to come back - I would do what I

could for his mother and his family.

He heard me. It must have been a thin echo' my cry, at that distance,

in the first shadows. He went like a bird up the nearest shore path to the

road above.
My hand, dear Alicia, was numb with writing, and with the first chill

of evening; and with something more, beyond the plight of that cottage

with the skull on the window-sill.
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D What do you think of the boy's song? Choose the two ideas that are
closest to your own, then compare with other students.
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What do other people think of the Laird's wife? With a partner,
choose adjectives and write them in the appropriate place.

Hqtldhnd thinFs-rhe lai.d! wige is:

aloof ^.stocr^tl c 
q?fieft^s 'jet\-fr\z^Ai^g beaotit^(

flE Read the story again.

As you read, have a careful lool( at the language that the writer uses.

The story is in the form of a letter. In the section before the boy's
song, can you detect a point after which the womant style becomes
more poetic, more figurative and ornatel Why do you think the style
chanses I
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G Witl a partner, express these phrases from the story in simpler
conversational English.

The words in the story Simpler spoken English

o white five-pointed stor Aon's haa/-
I heord the fointest rhythmic
displocement of dry sond-groins

Who could it be, the despoiler of
my solitude?

I hidden in my rock cronny

Shenstone lay spreodeogled ot my feet

shore wonderer

empty unremembering empyeon

pencil on poper is tordy

cries of a rock-questing gull

Ihe sonds were flushed with the
Iost of the sun

Creative development

Here ore some further octivities for you to choose from.

Comparing reoctions

In groups of three or four compare your ideas on these questions.

Which part of the story is easier to remember - the boy's song or the
woman's letter? Whvl

Which part of the story is the more powerful, in your view?
Which character makes the strongest impression on your memory?

Supporting reoctions from the text

What does the story make you feel? Can you find lines in the story ro
support one or two of these possibilities?

sympathy for the boy
a sense of the atmosDhere of a deserted beach
indignation for the Hundland familyt plight
contempt for a society with such gulfs between rich and poor
admiration for the poetic language
intrigued by the boy
unmoved by the whole story
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Writing a tetter

lmagine you are Alicia. Write a letter of reply to the Lairdt wife.

Imagining the setting

In small groups, using your knowledge and imagination, try to give as many
details as you can about one of these.

What the Laird's Hall looks like inside - furniture, things on the wall,
food in the kitchens. Dets ..

.What the Hundlands' cottage is like - furniture, things on the wall or on
the tables, food, animals ...

lmprovising

Improvise a scene in which the Laird's wife goes to the Hundlands' cottage
to offer some monev.

Consider these questions in order to imagine the scene more clearly.

How would the Laird's wife approach the subject of a gift of money?
Would the Hundlands act politely, coldly, deferentially?
Would the Hundland family be too proud to accept charityl

Comparing two stories

Both 'Shel l  songs 'and'The star 'are set  in  Scot land.  Both have smal l  boys
as key characters. Read or re-read'The star'and draw up a chart of
similarities and differences between Cameron and Tom.

Differences

Tom Hundland

Cameron

Which of the two stories did you like best and whyl
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The authors of the stories
George Mackay Brown (1921 - )
('Shell songs')

George Mackay Brown lives in Stromness, in the Orkney islands, where he
was born. His poems and novels spring from his life in the islands as well as
from his feeling for that landscape and for the people who live in it.

Peter Carey (1943 - )
('Report on the shadow industry')

Peter Carey was born near Melbourne, Australia. He worked in advertising
in Sydney and has lived in Queensland, London and New York. He has
written both novels and short stories. His work is characterised bv its
mixture of strong realism and extraordinary fantasy.

Leonora Carr ington (1917-  )
('The debutante')

Born in Lancashire, Leonora Carrington studied art in London. In 1937 she
met Max Ernst, settled in Paris with him and exhibited with the Surrealist
group. From 1939 she began to publish stories which mingle a strong
Surrealist fantasy element with some social comment. Her paintings of
strange insect-like humanoids made her internationally famous. She lives in
the United States and Mexico.

Alasdair Gray ( 1934 - )
('The star')

Alasdair Gray was born in Glasgow, where he stil l l ives. He is also an artist,
and worked as an illustrator before turning to fiction in his forties. He has
published several novels and a collection of short stories.

Barbara L. Greenberg (1932 - )
('lmportant things')

Barbara L. Greenberg was born in Boston, Massachusetts, the state in
which she stil l l ives. She has taught on both college and graduate level
creative writing programmes. She has published both poetry and short
stones.
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The authors ofthe stories

Suni t i  Namjoshi  (1941-  )
('Dazzler')

Suniti Namjoshi was born in lndia. She has worked as an Officer in the
Indian Administrative Seryice and in academic posts in India and Canada.
Since 1972 she has taught in the Department of English of the University of
Toronto and has recently spent time living and writing in Devon. She has
published numerous poems, fables, articles and reviews in lndia, Canada,
the United States and Britain.

Alexander McCall Smith ( I948 - )
('Strange animal')

Born and brought up in Zimbabwe, Alexander McCall Smith collected the
stories in Children of Wox by visiting and recording people, especially
elderly people, in Matabeleland. He has translated and adapted the stories
from the original Ndebele language.

Malachi Whitaker (1895 - 1975)
( 'H an nah' )

Malachi Whitaker was born in Bradford, Yorkshire. She grew up among
books - her father was a bookbinder - and started to write herself when
she was very young. Howeveq she was always very self-critical and
published only four volumes of short stories and one novel, And so did I
( 1939). After this she stopped writing for publication and her works were
largely forgotten until being rediscovered recently.

William Carlos Williams ( 1883 - 1963)
('Verbal transcription - 6 a.m.')

Born in New Jersey in the United States, William Carlos Williams went to
school in France and Switzerland before studying medicine at the
University of Pennsylvania. He practised as a doctor in Rutherford. He is
best known as a poet and especially for his epic poem Pdterson.

Tim Winton (1960 -  )
('Secrets')

Born in Perth, Western Australia, he has written several noyels and
numerous stories. He lives in a small town on the west coast of Australia.
He is considered to be one of Australia's most talented young writers.
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I{otes on the stories

The star
A story set in a working class area of Scotland. A young boyt apparently
humdrum life is magically transformed by a'star'which offers him a
dramatic, scintil lating escape. The story's poignancy lies in the vivid
contrast set up between the boy! lonely, constrained life and the
boundless freedom he senses in the world beyond.

Vocabulary and cultural references

There are some Scottish expressions, consisting mainly of representations
of the sDoken accent:

A'm gown out - I'm going out
See you're no long then - Make sure you're not out too long
I connoe, sir - | can't, sir

Other expressions which might be a little unusual or which rePresent
Scottish yariants on the usual English meaning:

tenement - in Scotland, a large house let in sections to a number of
tenants

pulley - a frame from which wet clothes in the house can be raised and
lowered by means of a rope

lobby - hallway, passageway, corridor
stoirhedd - the level space at the top of a flight of stairs (The Scots

pronunciation of the second syllable as /hird/ and not /hed/ can be
heard on the cassette)

midden - a little rubbish heao
lottice - a criss-cross Dattern

t

Jtrange antTnal
A gentle folk tale from Africa which has the traditional element of magic,
but also makes shrewd observations about the complexity of family
relationships.

Vocabulary and cultural references

The vocabulary raises no particular difficulties, and the story line is strong
enough to carry the reader over any unknown words.

For non-African readers, the exotic cultural setting constitutes one of
the pleasures of this story. Activity H (p. l3) is designed to help learners
think about its cultural implications and draw comparisons with their own
cutture.
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Honnah
A story whose details vividly recreate a young woman's entry into
adulthood in provincial England between the two world wars. In the first
part, a portrait of happy expectations and a comfortable standard of living
is built up, with hints of the subtle pressures exerted by social conventron.
The surprise time shift in the second half provides a strong counterpornt,
creating a pervasive sense of regret and lost opportunities.

Vocabulary and cultural references

dresser - a sideboard or shelves for Dlates
Sundoy-school classes for religious instruction given at church on

Su ndays
trifle - a traditional English dessert, consisting of sherry-soaked cake

with jam or fruit, covered with custard and cream
bodice - the upper part of a woman's dress
rebukingly - in a way that is meant to reprimand or scold
gnorled - twisted
p/dit - a length of hair interwoven or braided

Report on tlxe shad,ow ind,ustrjt
An unusual and mysterious story that haunts the imagination. ,shadows'

dominate the lives of the characters, but the tantalised reader is left
wondering about their substance and their meaning. Although the time
setting and the location are both uncertain, there are recognisable
elements of a modern technological society. The story resists any single,
simple interpretation - re-reading and discussion can lead to new
perspectives and prove truly rewarding.

Vocabulary and cultural references

Seaion I

springing up - being built rapidly
Muzok - the bland background music heard in many Western

supermarkets, restaurants, banks, etc.
it giyes me the shits - (slang) it frightens me
try their luck - to gamble (usually connecred with placing bets)
foke evidence - a proof that is false, designed to deceiye people
corcinogenic chemicols - substances that produce cancer
opocolypse - a vision of the future (bringing a dreadful global disaster)

Seaion 2

Bureou of Stotistics - in many countries, a department that collects ano
publishes facts and statistics about life in that country. The language rn
this section parodies the language of official reports from the Bureau of
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Notes on the stories

Statistics: use of passives (ore pockaged, hos been exploined) and
statistical terms (percentoge increoses os ... decreoses, direct stotisticol
correlotion)

Section 3

the lottery - a gambling scheme set up by many states
moke copital of - to use for one's own profit (here, psychological profit)

Section 5

ombivolent - having mixed and conflicting emotions about something
elusive - difficult to catch

Verbal transcription- 6 a.m.
A story in the form of a monologue: the speech that occupies a slice of
time during a doctor's house call. One of the main features is the

iuxtaposition of everyday concerns and the emergency situation. A strong
sense of character and setting is developed with surprisingly few words.

Vocabulary and cultural references

the old relioble - (colloquial) something that works every time
as if we were living on Third Avenue - many cities in America, New York

for example, use a numbering system for streets. Third Avenue hints
at a wealthy area

blue-joy - usually a wild bird rather than a domestic one
pojomas - (US spelling) pyjamas, nightwear
needles - in this case, for giving an iniection

The d,ebutante
This is a shocking story, with bizarre images and a rather blood-curdling
mixture of reality and fantasy. A main theme is the existence of'bestial'
instincts iust below the veneer of polite social ritual. Part of its power lf
derives from the fact that the horror is treated in a matter-of-fact way, \l
parodying the cold, unthinking cruelty of the social milieu. The story thus i
becomes a brutal indictment of upper-class values.

The first reading of 'The debutante' can sometimes be unsettling or
even distressing. Our warm-up activities provide some kind of preliminary
awareness by focusing upon the story's historical context, emphasising
parallels in the artistic movements of the period. In our experience, this
helps readers to distance themselves from the story's shocking elements
while gaining further insights into its aesthetic objectives.

Similarly, one of the creative development activities, a listening task
based on a biographical sketch of the author, is included to further
broaden the context within which the storv can be viewed.
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t Notes on the stories

Although English by birth, Leonora Carrington wrote in French. The
text given here is her own translation from the original French.

Vocabulary and cultural references

debutante - until the | 960s, young women from wealthy families in
England were presented at the Monarchl Court and at special balls
when they reached adulthood and were therefore considered of
marriageable age. Activity C (p. 39) provides learners with some
cultural background about this practice. lf learners already have this
knowledge, the activity can be omitted.

bloody nuisance - a colloquial and (for a debutante) rather yulgar
expression of annoyance (would she use it in front of her mother?)

moke smoll talk - have a social conyersation on banal themes

fleurs-deJis - flowers with three petals, used in heraldry to denote
royalty or the aristocracy

in tip-top form - very well (in register, colloquial, upper-class, though
used in this case by the hyena)

Culliver's Travels - a pertinent reference - this classic eighteenth,century
novel, with its strange lands and bizarre human or animal characters,
satirises the English society of its day

Important things
A very short story that generates a surprising amount of tension. lt has a
universal theme, the struggle between parents and children, as children
grow up and become at once more demanding and more independent.

Vocabulary and cultural references

whimpered - whined, asked in a plaintive way, as small children do
tugged - pulled insistently (at clothing, for example)
ingenuous - innocent (here, pretending not to know)
mind their monners * (colloquial) be more polite
relief from poin - an end to pain

fudge coke with chocolote frosting - an American treat for children, a care
coated with a sugary chocolate topping

resort to * do something as a last step when eyerything else has failed

The story has a number of sayings which are well known, or which
encapsulate traditional wisdom: the down wil l follow the dork implies that l i fe
wil l go on; every dog wil l hove its doy implies that everyone gets something
out of l i fe. The Litt/est So/dier is a traditional story whose moral is that good
behaviour wil l be rewarded.
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Secrets
This contemporary Australian story focuses on the ways in which a child
tries to come to terms with the traumas of family breakdown. lt evokes in
a .ather disturbing way the child's feelings of isolation and powerlessness,
which make her transfer her emotions onto the things around her.

Vocabulary and cultural references

Some words reflect the Australian setting, the new house with its
loungeroom (sitt ing room), ycrd (garden), picket fence (fence made of
wooden posts), bore well (deep hole dri l led for water) with its golvanized tin
cover and the next door house with its wired-up run (a space for the
chickens, surrounded by a wire fence) and its chookhouse (henhouse).

pdsties - pastry fi l led with meat or vegetables
crobbed - went round exploring

fossicking - (Australian) searching for
off-l imits - a place that is forbidden
musty - smelling old, stale
cylindricol pit - a deep round hole
must - mould, mildew - a growth caused by damp

Dodlock - a detachable lock

Dazzler
A very short story which quickly establishes sharp tensions between the
irrepressible, energetic displays of one character and the simmering
impatience of the other. The effects are fashioned with great economy yet
the story has the visual and symbolic power characteristic of fables and
folk tales. The amusing form of the ending suddenly transports the story
rn to  contemDorary  t imes.

Vocabulary and cultural references

sunbird - brightly coloured small songbird found in tropical regions,
esoec ia l l y  in  A f r i ca

to show off- to behave in a way that invites attention and admiration
blotontly - yisi6ly, obviously (in this context, singing loudly to make sure

she is  heard)
to rocket ond rocket about - to fly around with great speed while at the

same t ime mak ing  a  lo r  o f  no ise
winced - made a sudden movement in painful reaction
whizzed - f lew rapidly making a 'whizzing' sound
hyperoctive - abnormally active
hyperoctive heodoche - a nujsance caused by someone being overactive
o creeper - a plant that creeps along the ground or climbs trees or walls
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Misund,erstood,
Unlike the other ten stories, this il lustrated tale was first Dublished
anonymously in the nineteenth century. The language is of that period, but
need not present maior problems as the plot and context are clear enough
to carry the reader along. The story highlights the tragic consequence of
failure to communicate but it also raises interesting questions about the
wor lds of  animals and humans.

Vocabulary and cultural references

The paraphrasing activity (C, p. 70) provides some help with possible
language difficulties.

regimenl - a unit of the army
mess-roorn - (military) dining-room
demonstrative - showy, visible
plucking - pulling out feathers
dondled, fondled, squeezed, stroked, rubbed, nursed, danced - all the

physical ways in which the baboon shows his affection (shown in the
illustrations)

lost rites - ceremonies for the dead

Shell songs
An atmospheric tale, in the form of a letter, which captures the wildness
and isolation of the Scottish coast. The story is structured around a series
of contrasts: the shy croftert son and the wife of a wealthy landowner; the
preciosit/ of her l i terary leanings and the spontaneity of the boy's wistful
chant; leisure and toil; wealth and poverty; sickness and health.

Vocabulary and cultural references

The story's setting is a wealthy estate and shows both a poor family who
work on it and the landowner's wife. The cultural implications of this
situation are explored in Activity A (pp.73-7\.

Some of the diff iculties presented by the flowery language of the Laird!
wifet lerter are dealt with in Actiyity F (p. 80).

Loird - (Scotland) owner of a large estate
holl - a large house or mansion
croft - (Scotland) a small farm
simple in the heod - lacking intell igence
scorccrcw - an object in the shape of a person set in the fields to

frighten away the birds
doft - foolish. mad
rodical - favouring fundamental changes in social institutions (the

gardener is seen as rather revolutionary because he won't remove his
hat!)
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Note! on the stories

creels - (Scotland) a trap for catching lobsters, etc.
chomping - munching, chewing or biting
plight - a situation of hardship, difficulty

The boy in his song uses the Scortish form: omn't (am noQ.
The Laird's wife uses the. Scottish form: gotten (also used in American
English).
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Tlte star

G
Words/expressions which indicate poverty: the tobbylstoirheod (indicating a
tenement flat); three flights (the family lives three floors up); cold; cotdly lit
stoirs; he s/ept with his brother.

Words/expressions which indicate the rich new world of the star-- wqrm;
ruby glow; white ond blue; cove in on icebergi pottern of o snowfloke; the
grandest thing he had ever seen: an oceon of glittering blue-block woves under o
sky full of huge go/oxies; the sound in o seo-she/l; flower; jewel, moon or
londscape; gentle wormth in his pocket: cool green pupil.

Report on the shad,ow ind.ustrjt

c
I lt is implied that this is true 2 T 3 F (the smoke is of different,
brill iant colours) 4 T (to the narratort country at very least) 5 T 6 T
7 F  8 T  9 F  I O F  I I T  I 2 T

Important things

c
I Whimper and tug, stand eye to eye and show their teeth.
2 (Not stated, but the children keep on asking, so they are not satisfied.)
3 They say there are better words than those used by the parent

(implying they already have more knowledge about it).
4 They say they are already carrying out that advice and when the parent

continues, they laugh at the parent.
5 (Not stated, but the children keep on asking, so they are not satisfied.)
6 (Not stated, but the children keep on asking, so they are not satisfied.)
8 The children continue to ask their question.
9 They ask when and are unimpressed when told that this wil l happen

some oay.
l0 They already knew it and become impatient with the parent.
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Creative development - Dialogue writing with proverbs

Every dog will have its day. Look before you leap.
Pride goes before a fall. Patience is a virtue
Every cloud has a silver lining. Ignorance is bliss.
A rolling stone gathers no moss. Marry in haste repent at leisure.
Least said soonest mended. A bird in the hand is worth two in the bush

Secrets

B
Philip; father; yard; warm: secret.

D
7 9 3 5 6 1 8 2 4

Misunderstood

A
3  6 2 7  5  |  4

B
I mess-room windows 2 habitation 3 fowls that came within his reach
4 affection 5 respond to, reciprocate the affection of 6 renewed,
redoubled 7 died 8 buried 9 mourning l0 dug; ate.

c
| ... on one doy, when he conceived himself insulted by o certoin young oficer,

and instontly fell to pehing the mess-room windows ...
2 One fowl, however, he took o sudden ond violent foncy for.
3 ... dandled ond fondled it with such demonstotive offection ...
4 ... ployfully houled it bock by the leg when it made for liberty.
5 To think thot . . . it should die ere he could induce it ftttingly to reciprocate his

offection.
6 ... neglected oll his usual omusements ...

Creative development - Writing with animal similes

These similes are current in English: to laugh like a hyena as sly as a fox
as quiet as a mouse as strong as an ox as wise as an owl as hungry as
a lion (possibly a wolf) as graceful as a gazelle as stubborn as a mule
as fat as a pig
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Hannah

A Remembering a party

Try to remember a party you went to either recently or some time ago. It
might be a birthday party, or some famlly celebration, or a wedding.

Were you looking forward to it before the party? Were you excited?
Did you think about the people you might meet there? Did you think about
the clothes you were going to wearl

You're now at the party again. Look around. Are you inside or outsidel
What is the place like? Are there any special decorations for the party?

Walk around. Who can you seei Are they friendsl Strangersl Family? ls
everyone there of the same agel What sort of clothes are people wearingi
What are you wearingl Are the clothes comfortablel Bright colours?

What is there to eat and drinkl
Who do you talk tol Do you spend a lot of time talking to one person,

or do you move around? ls there someone there you notice more than the
othersl

Are you happy at this party or uneasy?

The debutante

Creative development - Guessing and finding out
about the author

Leonora Carrington's life

Leonora Carrington was born in l9 | 7, the daughter of a wealthy English
clothing manufacturer and an lrish mother. She spent her childhood in a
mansion in the North of England and was educated at convent schools
unt i l  she went  to  F lorence in  l ta ly  to  be ' f in ished'at  Miss Penrose 's
Academy. Her parents gave her a glamorous ball at the Ritz, a splendid
hotel in London, and she was presented at Court to King George V. But
instead of getting married and settling for a life of 'prosperous tedium', she
was determined to become a Dainter. She went to art school in the same
year as the very first Surrealist exhibition in London. Soon afterwarcs sne
met Max Ernst, an important Surrealist painter. They ran away together
although he was already married and 27 years older than she was. They
lived in Paris and the South of France. When Ernst was put in prison at the
start of the Second World War, she became depressed and ended up in a
mental hospital in Madrid. She was rescued by her nanny who travelled to
Spain in  a submar ine.  She met  a Mexican d ip lomat  in  L isbon,  marr ied h im
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and went to live in New York. Her second husband was a Hungarian
photographer and they lived for a long time in Mexico City and had two
sons. A woman of many talents, she combined writing, painting and design
for the theatre.

Misunderstood

D Some reactions to the story

A: I think it 's a delightful story. I think the, probably the title is'Dont eat
the ones You love'.

B: Unless they're dead, or whatl
A: Check the sell by date. No, it 's lovely, it 's erm . .. I kept finding myself

worrying about the moment ... as after this point had passed in the
story it kept lingering in my mind of why this baboon had gone off in ..,
and thrown things at the soldier who was mimicking him and then
everlthing else that followed, that seemed to have been a turning point
in his life, you know, so it seems to be a major point in the story. But it
was fun - lovely story.

C: I felt sad because here's this Door baboon - it wasnt his choice and he
was brought there and kept there as a pet and then he was mimicked by
the officer, and then, as he became more angrt the officer mimicked
him even more and then, as if to punish him for throwing things at the
other officers, he was taken away to the bottom of the garden and the
whole story is too sad for words. I think I should call it 'Dear departed'.

B: 'Dear departed'. 'Dear departed'that's a ... ee ... oh. I felt sorry for the
baboon, but then I felt sorry for the hen, I mean, you know ... very ...
it 's ... bizarre eating of ... at the end, eating the hen. | ...

D:What do you think it would be calledi
B: Boy, that's a ... I dont know, thatt a real poser. There's a ... it 's

definitely a lwilight zone episode.
D: Uh-huh. I think it would be 'Confessions of a military mascot'.
C: Oh, wonderful.
B: That's a great title, thatt a great title.
D: I felt so upset about the baboon being rejected to the bottom of the

g a r d e n . . .
B: Yes.
D: ... it completely threw me when I first read it as .. . really was getting

upset about the poor chap.
C: Aren't baboons vegetarian?
D: He ate i t  our  of  love,  I  th ink th is ,  yes . . .  to  get  c loser  . . .
A: ... I enjoyed the story, but I did find it sad in the sense ofwhat happens

to it, but somehow after that turning point that I mentioned earlier it
seemed that ever... it concentrated on, on the baboon tr:ying to deal
with being locked up and ... and reconstitute himself and get back
together again ...
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B: Right, right.
A: ... and have some control over his life and show affection whicn was so

sorely missing from the soldiers and so on, but it ... it! rather sad that
the ... he tried to show it to another species, as it were, and this other
species wouldnt deal with it, so there are all sorts of social messages
t n  . . .

D:rtsop's fable sort of line of it, I was ... oh, what's going to come nextl,
oh, what's going to be the actual moral of this talel

B: So what is the moral of this tale?
C: In a way it, er, pinpoints man's inhu... inhumanities to animals, you

know we ... we really are quite cruel to the animals and, in fact, the .. .
it was the officer's cruelty to the animal that changed its behaviour.

D:l love the ... the sentence in it after he tried stroking the hen that he
liked so much, so he stroked it the other way ... and you get these
gorgeous feathers being pulled away.

A: Yeah, I suppose there's another layer in there of how do you deal with
affection which is so overwhelming, I mean they ... they ostracised this
baboon and turned it into something they didn't know how to deal with
... because his own affection to the soldiers had been misused, er ...
and they'd ostracised him, he didnt know how to temper his own love
or need for affection with other people ... it 's another point, really, that
can happen socially.

C:And talking about love here, you're kill ing with kindness, this is what the
baboon did to the Door hen - killed it with kindness.

D: ... it 's a mice and men, really, isnt itl

-..1,f
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To the teacher
The eleven stories in this anthology have been chosen for their interest
and also because they are quite short. This makes them less daunting for
learners of English, and more manageable for teachers on a wide variety of
courses. They embody universal themes (for example, conflict between the
generations) which it is hoped will ensure that their appeal is wide enough
for learners to read them with pleasure and motivation. The selection
reflects a desire to represent the international flavour of contemporary
wr i t ing in  Engl ish.

Level

The stories are likely to appeal to adult or young adult Iearners of English,
at an intermediate to advanced level. There is no specific grading or
progression throughout the book, so that teachers can make their own
selection according to the level and interests of particular classes. Different
stories present different challenges: some are linguistically demanding,
some are conceptually demanding in the sense that they say a lot in a very
compressed space, some require a leap of the imagination. We have found
that most of them make a strong impact on first reading, but that re-
reading them brings rewards of new insights and deeper understanding.

Some of the longer or more complex stories are divided into two parts,
often with predicting activities to maintain interest and curiosity. The five
original parts of'Report on the shadow industry'are divided into four
sections, but in this case the complete story is also available as an
unbroken text. Although approaching a text in short sections can help
learners with any lexical or cultural difficulties they might have, it does not
so closely replicate the experience that readers usually have, of coming to
terms with and enjoying a text from start to finish. Teachers will therefore
probably wish to make a choice, according to the level of their class: either
presenting the story in sections where they judge this to be appropriate,
or perhaps with more advanced learners, moving directly from the warm-
up to a reading of the whole story.

Warm-up

The activity that precedes reading is crucial. lf a central theme is
introduced in a way that arouses the interest of the class, and if learners
are encouraged to explore what they think and feel about it, then it is
much more likely that they will actuall/ want to read the story when they
come to it. Warm-up activities are thus designed to put learners directly
into the situation that will be encountered in the text, familiarise them if
necessary with some of the language needed to discuss it, and above all
elicit their own reactions and opinions about it. In some cases, a warm-up
might take up a substantial part of the class period - but the rewards it
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offers, in terms of valuable fluency work, personalisation of the text and
motivation, are well worth the time and effort involved.

Warm-up activities can obviously be modified for different learners.
Quite often, the teacher may wish to introduce the theme and work
through the first activity before turning to the book. For example, before
reading 'lmportant things', learners are asked to consider what a parent
should tell children, and when. The book lists a few items as prompts, but
teachers might prefer to begin simply by asking the class what they think,
and writing up all their suggestions on the board. Students might then be
interested to compare their own ideas with those in the book before going
on to the group work, where they place each item within one of the age
ranges suggested. In this as in so many of the activities, the teachert
enthusiasm and involvement are important ingredients in setting the scene
for the story itself.

Choice of activities

The activities that follow reading part or all of a story for the first time are
intended either to accompany a first reading (and/or listening) or to
prompt re-reading. Theii purpose is to get learners to go back to the text,
reassess their first impressions, and in so doing deepen their understanding
and appreciation of the entire work. We have tried to avoid the kind of
conventional 'comprehension questions'which are so often mechanical and
demotivating. lnstead, we have opted for 'comprehension activities',
allowing learners to find out more about the text by themselves rather
than being told. These activities often incorporate a puzzle or game
element, and will, we hope, prove intriguing enough for learners to derive
some pleasure from doing them. There are also tasks which take learners
beyond a first understanding of the text, to extend their awareness of
some of the underlying issues raised by the stories.

Asking learners to write their own comprehension questions for each
other to answer is another strategy teachers can use to make
comprehension work more reader-centred,

Whether or not a class works through some part or all of the activities
is a decision that only the teacher can make. In some cases, working
through them all might be too much. Some classes may need to do more
work than others to ensure that they can enioy and appreciate the story.
In the majority of cases, a judicious choice of tasks best suited to the
needs or interests of particular learners will prove most satisfactory.

Creative development activities

The same is true of the creative development activities. With each story the
book offers varied possibilities, some referring back to the text and
encouraging further discussion of it, some branching out from the story or
its theme into different types of creative work writing, role-play,
discussion or drama activities. We hope that teachers will find one or two
amongst these which will appeal to their particular learners. In some
classes, groups of students might like to consider the various options and
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make a choice themselves. This gives an excellent opportunity for feedback
afterwards: groups that have chosen different activities can compare what
they have done with some degree of curiosity and interest. lt may also be
interesting for the class to have an exhibition or poster display of the
writing or visuals produced during their creotive development actiyities.

Language difficulties

Here again, much is left to the discretion of teachers: they are best placed
to know what words or expressions might present problems to their
students. In the Notes on the stories there are glosses for possible vocabulary
or cultural difficulties, but the decision as to how much these have to oe
pre-taught or highlighted must obviously remain with the teacher

Our own preference in teaching is to try to encourage learners to read
for the main points, especially in their first reading, and not worry unduly
about unknown words or expressions. lf anything proves really
troublesome, it can often be cleared up quite easily by the teacher as she
or he goes around the groups, monitoring and helping with their work.

One of the benefits of using fiction, with its vivid imaginatiye patterns
and its appeal to the emotions, is that learners find that they can indeed
get a lot from a text even if they do not understand every single word. To
reinforce this point, we have included few exercises dealing with specific
linguistic points, our aim being to take the learner's attention away from
potential textual difficulties and concentrate instead on overall
comprehension and enjoyment.

The role of the cassette

Each of the eleven stories in this book is accompanied by a recorded
version on cassette. There is a range of ways in which the cassette can be
put to Sood use. Here are a few suggestions.
. Some stories can be listened to rather than read after the warm-uo

activity. This may be especially appropriate for the very short stories in
the anthology, such as 'lmportant things', 'Dazzler', 'Verbal transcription
- 5 a.m'. The story can then be read as the second encounter with the
text.

. As each story's activities includes a'second reading' section, this could
be carried out as a listening, if the group of learners is sufficiently
confident and proficient. Teachers can then also decide whether that
listening should be accompanied by the text, or without the text.

. Although it may not assist conventional reading skills, the option always
exists for teachers to use the cassette as an accompaniment to all
readings of the stories. Timing will become an important consideration
for this particular option.

. Some of the stories in this anthology integrate reading and listening as
part of the progression through the story, for example, 'Hannah',
'Secrets', 'Shell songs'. Any of the stories that are presented for reading
in sections can alternate between text and listenins where thar
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additional option is appropriate for both learners and the understanding
and appreciation of the story.

. lf learner interest is sufficient, l istening to the cassette can be offered as
a final activity in class, after a full progression of reading and response
activit ies has been carried out. Listening at this point should be relaxing
and p leasurab le .

. Finally, learners can be encouraged to l isten to the stories in their own
time, on a self-access basis. Frequent returns to the stories in the form
of  e i ther  re - read ing  or  l i s ten ing  can on ly  enhance learners 'apprec ia r ion
of them. lt may also build learners' level of confidence and comfort with
literature, thus stimulating reading of other unabridged works in English.

Ceneral points

It may be worth remembering that it can take a good reader a surprisingly
long time to read a story aloud on to a cassette. Teachers might l i l(e to
assess the time it wil l take to l isten to particular recordings of the
complete stories in class, and plan their lessons accordingly.

It is always preferable to use the recordings of stories with a cassette
recorder that carries a counter. This enables much more efficient
referencing when using rewind to particular sections a second time.

The voices reading the stories represent a range of accents which suit
the settings of particular stores and add an appropriate atmosphere. Many
learners, however, may not be able to discriminate differences of accent, so
it may be unwise to focus on this feature of the recordings.

Thank you

The au thors  owe an enormous debt  to  the  hundreds  o f  teachers  a r r  over
the world who have worked with us, helping us to explore and refine our
ideas. So often during the course of workshops suggestions were made
which surprised and delighted us. Our faith in the value of collaborative
effort was more than confirmed. Group work really does throw up
precious ne\M insights, for us as well as for our learners!

Our thanks in particular to teachers at IATEFL, TEAL in Vancouver,
Br i t i sh  Counc i l  courses  in  Chester  and a t  the  Midd le  Eas t  Techn ica l
University in Ankara, the Brit ish lnstitute in Paris, TEA seminars in the
Canary Islands, and many workshops in Spain and ltaly.

To all these teachers, and to new readers, we send our best wishes. We
hope you enjoy using this book with your classes. lf you have any
comments to make about it, we would be very happy to hear from you.
\ y'rite to us in the care of our publisher:

ELT Department
Cambridge University Press
The Ed inburgh Bu i ld ing
Shaftesbury Road
Cambr idge CB2 2RU
England
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